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ABSTRACT
Title of Dissertation: Single cell tracking of breast cancer cells removes aggregation and
allows prediction of sphere formation using only information from early cell divisions
Patrick Bailey, Doctor of Philosophy, 2019
Dissertation Directed By: Dr. Stuart S. Martin, Professor of Physiology

The mammosphere assay has become widely employed to quantify stem-like cells in a
population. Problematically, there is no standard protocol employed by the field. Cell
seeding densities of 1000 to 100,000 cells/mL have been reported. These high densities
lead to cellular aggregation. To address this, we have individually tracked 1,127 single
MCF-7 and 696 single T47D human breast tumor cells over the course of 14 days. This
tracking has given us detailed information for the commonly used endpoints of 5, 7 and
14 days that is unclouded by cellular aggregation. This includes mean sphere sizes,
sphere forming efficiencies and a well-defined minimum size for both lines. Importantly,
we have correlated early cell division with eventual sphere formation. At 24 hours post
seeding, we can predict total spheres on day 14 with 98% accuracy in both lines. This
approach removes cell aggregation and potentially shortens a 5-14 day assay to 24 hours.
To increase the throughput of the assay while still addressing the effects of aggregation,
we incorporated a technology that uses lipid tethering on a low attach surface. Tethering
individual tumor cells to lipid anchors prevents cell drift while maintaining free-floating
characteristics. This enables real-time monitoring of single tumor cells as they divide to
form mammospheres. We observed that Day 7 spheres in lipid-coated wells contained
significantly more clonal spheres than traditional low attachment plates. These results
indicate that using lipid tethering for mammosphere growth assays can reduce the
i

confounding factor of cell aggregation and increase the formation of clonal
mammospheres.
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I. INTRODUCTION
BREAST CANCER INCIDENCE
“Cancer is the name given to a collection of related diseases.”[1] This simple quote
from the National Cancer Institute underscores the major challenge researchers and
clinicians have in the fight against cancer. Namely, that it is not one disease we are
attempting to treat. It’s a collection of diseases that share one universal trait. The trait in
question is uncontrolled cellular growth[2]. For a variety of reasons, normal cells have a
limit to how often they can divide. They also have means of committing “suicide” when
they’ve become irreparably damaged[3]. Cells we deem as cancerous are those which
have escaped these limitations and, through a variety of means, are able to proliferate
indefinitely. These means can include (but are not limited to) aberrant cell signaling
pathways, escaping programmed cell death and evading clearance by the immune

Figure 1: Hallmarks of Cancer: Factors that contribute to tumor growth and metastasis
Modified from Hanahan and Weinberg, Cell, 2011[2]
1

system[2]. The prevailing hallmarks of cancer as they are currently understood are
outlined in Figure 1. Over time,
cells form the solid body of a tumor. As the tumor grows, its metabolic needs begin to
outstrip its resources. In turn, the core of the tumor becomes hypoxic and necrotic. These
dying cells begin to secrete factors that induce angiogenesis, vascularizing the tumor and
providing access to blood cells and inroads to nutrients[4]. Another prevalent
characteristic in cancer is damaged DNA repair pathways[5]. Combined with rapid
proliferation, the accumulated mutations from unrepaired DNA can drive tumor cells to
evolve traits that allow them to escape the confines of the primary tumor, travel through

Figure 2: Estimated new cancer cases and deaths for males and females in the US in the year
2018: Source: Siegel et al, CA Cancer J Clin, 2016[8]
2

Figure 3: Trends in cancer incidence and death rates by sex in the US from 1975 to 2015:
Rates are age adjusted to the 2000 US standard population. Incidence rates are adjusted for
delays in reporting. Modified from Siegel et al, CA Cancer J Clin, 2018[8]

the circulatory system and take up residence in tissues far away from the site of the
original lesion[6]. This process is called metastasis and it is responsible for the majority
of cancer related deaths worldwide. The prevailing hallmarks of cancer are outlined in
Figure 1.
Cancer, accounting for 1 in 4 deaths, is surpassed only by cardiovascular disease for
illness related mortality rates in the US[7]. Figure 2 breaks down these statistics in terms
of sex. Although the overall lifetime rates of developing cancer are similar for men and
women (39.7% and 37.6% respectively), cancer rates have been steadily falling in men
since their peak in 1991 and overall mortality has been decreasing as well (Figure 3).
1,735,350 new cases of invasive cancer were diagnosed in the US in 2018 with 609,640
patients eventually succumbing to the disease[7]. The leading sites of cancer are prostate
(men), breast (women), lung and colon. These four major cancers account for
approximately 36% of cancer related deaths. However, better screening and detection
protocols, advances in treatment and less smoking have all contributed to a decrease in
cancer related fatalities of 36% since 1991. In this time, approximately 2,378,600 deaths
3

have been avoided[8]. Figure 3 appears to depict a huge spike in prostate cancer circa
1991, but this was due to a large increase in Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) screening.
Due to multiple factors, recommendations for PSA screening have since been lowered,
which is reflected in the subsequent drop in incidence rates.
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Figure 4: Five-year relative survival rates for selected cancers by stage of diagnosis in US
from 2005 to 2015

Since the 1970’s cancer survival has improved for nearly all common cancers[8]. This is
due in large part to improvements in treatment but interpreting survival as a whole is
difficult due to lead time bias (e.g. changes in detection practice). The most dramatic
improvements in survival have come in cancers of the hematopoietic system. Bloodborne malignancies were the first cancers thoroughly studied[9] and, as such, have
advanced the furthest in terms of treatment modalities. Chronic Myeloid Leukemia
(CML) 5-year survival has increased by 46% since the 1970’s for example, and patients
with CML treated with tyrosine kinase inhibitors experience near normal life
expectancy[10].
4

Another crucially important fact gleaned from statistics is that cancer caught early has
a much better prognosis. The 5-year survival rates for cancer detected early are
dramatically higher than for cancers detected at stages where metastasis is already present
(Figure 4). One important point to notice is that patients with lung cancer have a better
than 50/50 chance of surviving 5 years, even though lung cancer’s survival rate is lower
than the four other leading cancers. Another pertinent detail is that survival drops by 60%
for metastatic prostate cancer compared to nearly 100% 5-year survival for local disease.
This emphasizes the vital necessity of research aimed at understanding metastasis and
underlines the need to develop therapies that can prevent cancer from spreading.

METASTASIS AND CANCER STEM CELLS

Figure 5: The Epithelial to Mesenchymal Transition (EMT) and metastasis. A) Epithelial
like cells in the primary tumor undergo a transition to a mesenchymal phenotype and migrate
towards the vasculature. B) Detached tumor cells in the circulatory vessels display microtubulebased structures termed microtentacles (McTN). C) McTNs aid in reattachment and
extravasation. Extravasated cells undergo a mesenchymal to epithelial transition and seed
tumors at distal sites.
5

Metastasis is the primary cause of cancer related mortality. This is often stated but
nonetheless bears repeating. If we can gain a more thorough biological understanding of
how cancer spreads to distal organs, and why it is generally more resistant to treatment
than primary tumors, then we will be well prepared to develop treatments that target
metastasis specifically. The simplest hypothesis is that metastatic colonies are the result
of tumor cells selected for by internal evolutionary pressures to express a migratory
genetic profile capable of driving the metastatic cascade. This process has been thought
to include the steps of detaching from the primary tumor bulk, invading the local tissue,
extravasating into the circulatory system, surviving in the circulatory system,
immobilization in a capillary followed by extravasation into distal tissues. Finally,
migrating tumor cells must not only survive in a foreign environment but proliferate as
well[11,12](Figure 5).
To identify a potential genetic profile for metastasis initiating cells (MIC), researchers
expanded cells derived from mouse lung metastasis that had formed after intravenous
injection of a weakly metastatic melanoma cell line. After repeated rounds of injection
and expansion, cells derived from lung metastasis exhibited higher metastatic potential
than equal numbers of cells injected into mice from the original cell line[13,14].
Transcriptomic analysis of these highly metastatic cells revealed upregulation of several
genes involved in cytoskeletal regulation and extra-cellular matrix (ECM) generation.
Unfortunately, subsequent papers revealed that although there were gene signatures that
could predict metastasis and prognosis, there was little overlap in the genetic signatures
discovered both intra and inter cancer[15-19].
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The lesson learned from studies of this nature was that there is no universal genetic
profile associated with metastasis. Instead, a variety of genetic signatures are present and
vary depending on the needs and circumstances of the tumor in question. Most
importantly, from a genetic standpoint, primary and metastatic tumors have been found to
be similar, and studies have failed to find unique genes associated with metastasis[20-23].
This indicates the possibility that metastasis could arise from subpopulations already
extant in the parent tumor. Moreover, the genes involved in migration, such as those
involved with ECM interaction and cellular cytoskeletal regulation are most often
unmutated and perform the same function in normal cells[24-28]. This indicates that
tumor cells need only to “adjust their [genetic] expression level and combination to
exploit them advantageously.”[29]

CANCER STEM CELLS

Figure 6: Overview of the basic Cancer Stem Cell Theory. Hypothesis holds that tumors are
comprised of multiple subpopulations of cells. Most populations are non-tumorigenic and
therapy sensitive. A rare population dubbed as cancer stem cells (blue) have specific
characteristics that allow them to evade therapy and survive to repopulate the tumor bulk.
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Supporting this idea is the large heterogeneity extant not only between individual
tumors but within the tumor itself[30]. A tumor is generally comprised of multiple clonal
populations of cells. Intratumoral heterogeneity arises predominantly from cancer stem
cell (CSC) derived hierarchical organization, clonal evolution of cells with specific
mutations and signals from the tumor microenvironment (TME)[31]. Many malignancies
are believed to display hierarchical organization and as such, CSCs are believed to be the
main source of tumor growth in many cases. The prevailing view of CSCs has been
dominated by the principles discovered governing Hematapoietic Stem Cells (HSCs).
HSCs (and stem cells in general) have been characterized as rare, quiescent cells that
divide asymmetrically (e.g. creating one differentiated daughter cell and one stem cell).
These HSCs can generate the entire lineage [32] of blood cells insofar as the daughter
continually divides, giving rise to progressively differentiated cells. This ultimately
results in the various blood cell types[33]. This hierarchical model has served as the basis
upon which experimental results involving CSCs have been interpreted for decades.
Emerging evidence however has begun to expand upon and, in some cases, refute this
model.
Early substantiation of the hierarchical model came in the form of xenotransplantation
assays where Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) was employed to isolate cells
based on surface marker expression (e.g. CD34+CD38- AML cells and CD44+CD24breast cancer cells for example)[33]. These sorted cells were then injected into immunedeficient mice to test the hypothesis that sorted cells had a higher tumor initiating
capacity than unsorted cells. The underlying principle behind these studies was serial
xenografting. That is to say, non-sorted cells and sorted cells were both serially diluted
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and injected into mice. Sorted cells were found to initiate tumors with injections of as few
as 100 cells, whereas non-sorted populations required much higher cell numbers to form
a tumor. These studies were subsequently validated in a variety of other cancers including
brain[34], prostate[35], colon[36], pancreatic[36], ovarian[37] and lung[38]. These
studies ultimately led to a model with four key features: Tumor heterogeneity is largely
resultant from a hierarchical organization generated by rare, self-renewing (but generally
quiescent), hard-wired, therapy resistant Cancer Stem Cells[39]. Importantly, CSCs
generate more differentiated progeny and have the ability to initiate tumor growth that
phenocopies the parent tumor after orthotopic injection into immunocompromised mice.
As widely accepted as this model has become, emerging evidence is beginning to
reveal a more complex, multi-model system of stem cell biology. It is becoming
increasingly clear that stem cells are highly plastic and, in many cases, may not in fact be
intrinsically wired as stem cells at all. Studies with adult stem cells have revealed that
they can be actively dividing and abundant as well[40,41]. The model receiving
increasing experimental support is one of neutral competition as opposed to the
hierarchical model. Neutral competition is the outcome of cells that have become stemlike as a result of niche signaling. (A niche is an area of tissue that provides a specific
microenvironment.) As opposed to a stem cell hierarchy model in which cells divide
asymmetrically resulting in one self-renewed stem cell and one differentiated daughter
cell, neutral competition describes division where cell fate is determined by the stem cell
niche. E.g. division can result in zero, one or two stem cell daughters depending on niche
capacity. This capacity is often termed “niche space” and can support only a certain
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number of cells. Evidence for this model has been found in the intestines, stomach and
epidermis[42-46].
If stem cells are defined by the niche they occupy, it follows that differentiated cells
could regain stem properties should niche space arrive. Evidence lends support for this
theory. In one study, the intestinal epithelium of mice with ablated intestinal stem cells
(ISCs) maintained all signs of integrity, indicating that either adult stem cells are
unnecessary (unlikely) or that differentiated cells regained stem characteristics and
resumed epithelial maintenance[47]. Three additional studies have also shown that
progenitor cells of multiple intestinal lineages can revert to a stem state after ablation of
native ISCs[48-50]. A possible mechanism for this phenomenon could be related to
signaling pathways. WNT signaling in many cell types, which is necessary to maintain a
state of stemness, is one example of such a pathway[51,52]. It follows that if
differentiated cells had this pathway stimulated, a stem phenotype would result. Indeed,
intestinal paneth progenitor cells exposed to WNT regain the properties of stem cells[53].
Additionally, in xenograft experiments, differentiated cells have been shown to develop
stemness and replenish CSCs ablated through a variety of means[42,54].
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EPITHELIAL TO MESENCHYMAL TRANSITION

Figure 7: The process of invasion. Tumor cells that have undergone complete or partial EMT
penetrate the stroma either as individual cells that are detached from the tumor bulk or as
leaders of cohorts in which the majority of cells retain a predominantly epithelial phenotype.
Figure Modified from Riggi et. al. Annual Review of Pathology 2018[29]a

Following the initial transformation event and subsequent division, young tumor
colonies may display varying degrees of heterogeneity. This heterogeneity may depend
on whether early division is governed by hierarchical organization or clonal evolution.
Whichever model is prevalent these initial cells are confined in situ in the epithelium. As
the cells mutate and further evolve they begin to activate cellular programs involved in
basement membrane penetration. The activation of these programs is induced by a variety
11

of factors including epigenetic modification, DNA mutation and cues from the
microenvironment. The progressing tumor begins to secrete factors that activate
neighboring stromal cells and recruit hematopoietic cells that release signaling factors
involved in activating tumor migration.
These migrating cells mimic properties observed in embryonic tissues. Necessary to the
process of development is cellular plasticity between epithelial and mesenchymal
phenotypes. This process is termed the epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) and is
characterized by a number of characteristic changes. These include loss of E-Cadherin
expression, gain of N-Cadherin expression, loss of cell polarity, and gain of vimentin
expression. [6,56]. While the hypothesis that EMT is required for metastasis has become
controversial[56], it remains widely accepted that it is involved in invasion, migration
and in some instances of metastasis.
Migration itself can proceed individually or via cohorts of tumor cells[57-59]. Cells at
the invasive front may display differing degrees of EMT, while cells within the trailing
cohort generally retain epithelial characteristics[60,61]. The invasive front of these
cohorts often contain cells displaying markers of EMT as well as stemness[62]. This
observation links the concepts of EMT and CSCs and provides a possible mechanism for
CSCs to escape the primary tumor. Although the link between EMT and CSCs remains
controversial[63-65] it is also becoming widely accepted in the field[66]. Evidence
linking EMT with CSCs includes detection of mammosphere-forming CD44+CD24populations of breast cancer cells following EMT induction[67]; ZEB1 and SNA1 (EMT
marker proteins) have both been linked to maintenance of pluripotency[68,69]; and
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Ladybird homeobox-1 protein induces EMT, stemness and mammosphere formation in
mouse mammary gland[70].
EMT, CSCs and the link between them are not binary, on and off concepts however.
Each of these traits are readily reversible and EMT is not always associated with CSC
characteristics[55]. In fact, the reversibility of the EMT phenotype seems to be a
necessary prerequisite to metastatic proliferation[63,71]. Interestingly, cells which have
been locked into an EMT phenotype are poorly metastatic[72,73], whereas those allowed
plasticity readily revert to epithelial morphology upon metastatic colonization[74]. This
leads to the idea of a plastic EMT program[6,55] where partial EMT is involved in
migration and mesenchymal to epithelial transition (MET) supports subsequent
proliferation at the metastatic site[71,75]. Correspondingly, plasticity in EMT is related to
the shifting of CSC from non-stem-like to stem-like states. For example, Basal breast
cancer cells maintain ZEB1 chromatin in a bivalent configuration which allows for
transitions between CSC and non-CSC phenotypes[76]. TWIST1 can also induce lasting
stemness even after TWIST1 expression is ablated[77].

TARGETING CSCs/EMT
Most cancer treatments are designed to exploit the rapid proliferation of cancer
cells[78]. This can be done in a variety of ways. Aklylating agents irreparably damage
DNA, microtubule stabilizing drugs such as paclitaxel interfere with the mitotic spindle
and topoisomerase inhibitors keep DNA from being unwound during replication. CSCs
and cells which have undergone EMT however, are generally quiescent or slowly
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Tumor

Markers

References

Colon

CD44+, CD133+, CD166+, CD24+, EpCAM+,
ESA+, ALDH1+

Botchkina[84]; Tseng
et al.[85]

Esophagus

CD44+, CD24+, CD133+, ABCG2+, CXCR4+,
ALDH1+

Qian et al.[86]

Stomach

CD44+, CD44V8‐10+, CD133+, CD24+,
CD54+, CD90+, CD49f+, CD71+, EpCAM+,
ALDH1+

Brungs et al.[87]

Pancreas

CD44+/CD24+, CD133+, ESA+, ALHD1+

Li et al.[88]; Zhan et.
Al.[89]

Breast

CD44+/CD24−, ALDH1+

Carrasco et al.[90]

Brain

CD44+, CD133+

Jackson, Hassiotou,
and Nowak, [91]

Lung

CD44+, CD133+, CD166+, ALDH1+

Lundin and
Driscoll[92]

Ovarian

CD44+, CD133+, CD24+, CD117+, EpCAM+,
ALDH1+

Zhan, Wang, and
Ngai[93]

Prostate

CD44+/CD24−, CD133+, α2β1high, ALDH1+

Collins et. al.[35];
Sharpe et. al.[94]

Liver

CD44+, CD133+, CD90+, CD13+, EpCAM+

Sun, Luo, Liu, and
Song[95]

Melanoma

CD20+, CD133+, CD271+

Lang, Mascarenhas,
and Shea[96]

HNSCC

CD44+, CD133+, ALDH+

Krishnamurthy and
Nor[97]

AML

CD34+/−, CD38+/−, CD90‐/+, CD123+,
CD45RA+, CD33+, CD13+, CD44+, CD96+,
CD47+, CD32+, CD25+, CLL‐1+, TIM3+

Horton and
Huntly[98]

MM

CD138‐, CD19+, CD27+

Matsui et al.[99]

Table 1: Stem cell surface markers in various cancer types. Source: Modified from Mohammad et al.

dividing[39].
This lack of rapid proliferation leads to drug resistance. In fact, drug
Journal of Cellular Physiology (2016).
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resistance has traditionally been a defining characteristic of CSCs.
Chemoresistance resulting from slow (or no) proliferation arises from numerous means
in multiple cancer types. Chromatin demethylation and Notch signaling confer drug
resistance to glioblastoma cells[79], dormant breast cancer cells are driven by TGF-β[80],
quiescent bladder cancer cells are actually re-activated by chemotherapy[81], breast and
melanoma cells which have undergone EMT are slowly dividing and therapy
resistant[82,83]. In addition to proliferation related issues there are numerous other
factors involved in CSC related therapeutic resistance. The classic examples include
higher expression of drug efflux pumps, increased protection against ROS and enhanced
DNA repair machinery[100-102]. CSCs that dwell within regions of hypoxia express
increased HIF-1a leading to upregulation of CD44[103], Notch signaling[104],
VEGF[105] and PD-L1 expression[106]. Finally, along with drug resistance, CSCs are
thought to drive tumorigenesis, invasion, progression, metastasis and relapse[107,108].
This highlights the critical need to target CSCs therapeutically. To this end, the field
has developed a wide array of assays to isolate putative CSCs. An assay that utilizes the
higher expression of ABCG drug efflux pumps in stem cells isolates what has been called
the side-population. Cellular dyes such as Hoechst or Rhodamine are substrates of these
efflux pumps and can be exploited to sort cells expressing higher levels of ABCG pumps.
To elaborate, if a heterogeneous population of cells is stained with dye, the majority of
cells will take it up but cells expressing efflux pumps will export the dye and the two subpopulations can be sorted.[109-111]. It has been shown that hematopoietic, ovarian,
brain, lung and breast cancer cells isolated using this method do indeed express higher
levels of drug pumps, display therapeutic resistance and other characteristics of
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CSCs[112-115]. This technique is relatively straightforward, but the isolated populations
are far from homogeneous and are not all necessarily stem-like.
Fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) is another widely employed technique used
to enrich for populations of stem-like cells. FACS can be used to sort for cells expressing
certain markers or combinations of markers. The most commonly used markers to enrich
for CSCs are CD44, CD133 and aldehyde dehydrogenase 1 (ALDH1) activity. CD44 is a
transmembrane glycoprotein that has been found to be expressed in numerous
tissues[116]. Its canonical role is to bind to hyaluronan and it has been found to activate
proliferation related PI3/AKT and MAPK pathways[117,118]. It’s also found to be
involved in invasion, metastasis and tissue specific homing of metastatic cancer
cells[119]. CD133 has been associated with cancer stem cells in a wide variety of
malignancies. It has been shown to be involved in membrane organization and structure,
but its function remains poorly understood[120]. ALDH1 is involved in stem cell
detoxification. It is an esterase that has been shown to break down cytotoxic drugs
leading to therapy resistance[121]. It is also involved in AKT signaling and has been
associated with CD44 expression in some cases[122,123]. Table 1 outlines a more
comprehensive list of stem-cell surface markers in diverse malignancies.
Another assay that purports to enrich for stem-like cells is investigated in chapter III.
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II. METHODS

Cell culture: MCF-7 cells were cultured in DMEM media with 4.5g/L glucose and Lglutamine supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin.
Cells were maintained at 370C with 5% CO2 and passaged at 80% confluency. Stably
expressing MCF7-GFP were generated as described previously[124] and maintained with
0.8 mg/ml Geneticin. To make stably expressing MCF7-mCherry clones, MCF7 cells
were transfected using ExGen 500 in vitro transfection reagent (Thermo Scientific) with
pmCherry-C1 (Clontech, Mountain View, CA). Stable clones were isolated following
Geneticin selection (0.8 µg/ml) and verified by positive fluorescence expression.

Mammosphere culture and cell tracking: Cells were trypsinized, triturated repeatedly and
passed through a 40 m cell strainer to enrich for single cells. Cells were counted and
visualized on a hemocytometer. If cell clumps were observed, cells were passed through
a 25-gauge needle 10 times. For density dilution assays cells were seeded in 1 mL
Mammocult (STEMCELL technologies) media supplemented with heparin,
penicillin/streptomycin and hydrocortisone per manufacturer’s instruction (complete
media) in 24 well Ultra-low Attachment plates and incubated at 370C 5%CO2 for 7 days.
Each different density of cells was seeded in triplicate for one experimental replicate (N)
for a total of three replicates. For tracking and predictive experiments cells were diluted
to 2 cells/300 µL in complete Mammocult media. Cells were seeded in the center 12
wells of 96 well Ultra-Low Attachment plates at a volume of 300µL per well. The
outside edges of the plates were filled with PBS to prevent evaporation of media. Each
experiment used 8 plates with 12 wells seeded. Cells were allowed to settle in an
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incubator for 2 hours, after which light microscopy was employed to visualize the
position of every cell in the plate (No specialized equipment required). These initial
positions were marked for subsequent tracking. Manual manipulation with a 10µL pipette
was employed to move cells that were either too numerous or too close together. Every
day for 7 days and on days 10 and 14 Pre-Sphere (PreSp) position, count, size and
morphology were recorded. Both tracking and predictive experiments were repeated three
times. For tethering experiments, each well of 96 well plates were filled with 300 µL of
complete Mammocult media. FACS was used to sort cells into Ultra-Low Attachment
96-well plates or Tissue-culture treated 96-well plates coated with PEM or PEM + Lipid.
The spheres were imaged at Day 7 and Day 14 and spheres greater than 60µm in
diameter were counted as mammospheres and included in analysis. (These experiments
were performed before optimum sphere size was calculated)

Flow Cytometry and FACS: Cells were trypsinized, triturated repeatedly and passed
through a 40µm cell strainer to enrich for single cells. Cells were counted using a
hemocytometer and centrifuged for 5 minutes at 300g. Cells were washed one time with
Flow Buffer (1% BSA, 10mM EDTA in PBS) and spun down again. Cells were
resuspended at a density of 10^7 cells/mL in Flow Buffer and 100µL aliquots were made.
APC conjugated CD44 and FITC conjugated antibodies (Biolegend) were added
simultaneously (after confirming no difference compared to one at a time) according to
manufacturer’s recommendations. Aliquots were incubated for 20 minutes at 40C in the
dark. Aliquots were spun down and washed 2X with Flow Buffer. Cells were
resuspended in 1mL Flow Buffer and passed through a 40µm cell strainer for subsequent
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flow cytometry. Sorting and analysis were performed on a FACS Aria II and cells were
sorted to ultimately achieve 10 cells/well for CD44/CD24 experiments. After sorting
every individual cell was counted to insure accurate SFE calculations. For tethering
experiments, cells were trypsinized, counted and 1x107 cells were transferred into Falcon
2mL round bottomed tubes. The cells were washed in PBS twice with PBS, collected by
centrifugation at 1,000 rpm for 5 minutes, and blocked in Flow Incubation Buffer (0.5%
BSA in PBS) for 10 min followed by staining with Propidium Iodide at 0.05 mg/ml for
10 min in the dark according to manufacturer's instructions. Cells were rinsed once with
PBS, collected by centrifugation at 1,000 rpm for 5 min, resuspended in PBS and passed
through Falcon 2mL Tube with 40µm Cell Strainer Cap and sorted using BD FACS
ARIA II Cell Sorter.

Data analysis: A custom MATLAB program and Excel spreadsheet were employed to
tally and compile single cell tracking data and prediction information. Data compilation
was performed in each program independently and used to validate the results of the
other. SFE is calculated as (total spheres/total cells tracked)*100 . Unless otherwise
noted, bar graphs represent the weighted average of the experiments with the number of
PreSp or number of spheres used for the weight as appropriate. Error bars show weighted
standard deviations unless otherwise noted.

Polyelectrolyte multilayer (PEM) and lipid coating: Tissue culture treated 96-well plates
were primed with 120 µl of 0.047M pH 3 Polyallylamine hydrochloride solution for 15
mins followed by a wash step with pH 3 water for 1 min. To create a polyelectrolyte
bilayer, 100µl of 0.01M pH3 Polymethacrylic acid was added for 5 min, followed by two
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wash steps, the addition of 100µl of 0.01M pH 3 Polyacrylamide for 5 min, and two more
wash steps. A total of four such bilayers were added to create a PEM coated surface.
PEM coated plates were allowed to dry overnight. For lipid-coated plates, at the end of
PEM coating, 75µl of 0.01M DOTAP was added for 5 min, followed by two wash steps.
To enable lipid crosslinking, 100µl of 3.7% Formaldehyde (pH3) in PBS was added to
the wells for 5 mins and followed with two wash steps. All excess fluid was aspirated
from the wells and the plates were allowed to air dry for 1 hour at room temperature.
III. CHARACTERIZATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF THE MAMMOSPHERE
ASSAY

A. SINGLE CELL TRACKING OF BREAST CANCER CELLS PROVIDES
THE ABILITY TO PREDICT SPHERE FORMATION USING ONLY THE
INFORMATION FROM EARLY DOUBLINGS

INTRODUCTION
The cancer stem cell theory holds that there is a small sub-population of cells within a
tumor that drives tumorigenesis and is capable of repopulating the tumor bulk from one
cell [111,125-127]. Although this theory remains controversial [128,129], it has become
widely accepted and, as introduced in Chapter I, there are numerous assays for
elucidating the stem-like character of cancer cells. One property of breast cancer stem
cells is that they can survive detachment from the extracellular matrix [130,131].
Detached stem cells also retain the capability of proliferating [132,133]. As such, the
sphere formation of suspended cells is hypothesized to be another method to assay for
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self-renewal potential in vitro [134]. This property, first investigated in neural cells, was
further adapted for mammary epithelial cells and termed the mammosphere assay [135].
In brief, suspended cells are cultured in serum-free media containing growth factors. The
fraction that survives to form spheroid colonies (mammospheres) after 5 to 14 days are
deemed more stem-like. This is often followed by monitoring the alterations in sphere
formation following treatment [3,107,136,137]. Treatments that lower the sphere-forming
efficiency (SFE, [spheres/cells seeded]*100) of a population are hypothesized to have
reduced the stem-like sub-population of the cells.
MCF-7 human breast carcinoma cells are widely used in the mammosphere assay [138143]. These luminal type cells have been observed to make very cohesive, easily-defined
spheres. Problematically, the SFEs of MCF7s are quite disparate between reports and
have ranged from 1-20%, with 1-5% being the norm[31,144,145]. Many factors could be
contributing to these discrepancies including growth media composition, counting
procedures and variability between different human operators performing the same assay.
Of utmost importance however, is seeding density [146]. Due to the mobile nature of
cells in suspension, cells drift and collide, leading to an aggregation tendency that is
proportional to cell density [147]. This is problematic because clonality is an integral
concept to the mammosphere assay [146]. Mammospheres should arise from a single cell
to effectively measure stem-like propagation.
Our goal was to garner mammosphere data that was unclouded by the effects of
aggregation and to develop a method to predict sphere formation at an early time point.
Attempts to address aggregation have been reported [138,146,148,149]. There is no
common protocol however and seeding densities up to 100,000 cells/mL have been
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reported. Varying densities can lead to large differences in SFE[146] and beg the
question of how to interpret results. If a drug treatment lowers sphere count in an
experiment, can that result be interpreted as an effect on SFE or aggregation? To
completely remove results confounded by aggregates we visually tracked 1,823 verified
single cells over the course of 14 days monitoring cell count, sphere size and
morphology.

RESULTS

Initially plated single cells and two cell clusters have significantly different sphere
forming efficiency (SFE).

Figure 8: Initially plated single cells and two cell clusters have significantly different sphere
forming efficiency (SFE). A) A single MCF-7 cell tracked and imaged for 14 days. B) Single cell and
two cell cluster SFEs of the MCF-7 cell line. Orange bars indicate the SFEs of 1 and 2 cells at day 7.
Blue bars indicate day 14. SFEs are calculated as (total spheres/total cells tracked)*100. MCF-7 Spheres
were considered growths over 50µm. Statistics formulated using students two-tailed t-test (N=3). P
values displayed over bars. C) Same as B for the T47D cell line. Spheres with diameters over 35µm at
day 7 and 40µm at day 14 were counted as spheres.
Scale bars=20µm.
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To reduce the effect of aggregation we tracked individual cells to ensure the clonality of
resulting spheres. We used MCF-7, a luminal breast cancer cell line that has the
propensity to form well rounded, easily identifiable spheres [138]. We initially sought to
use FACS to sort single cells into a 96 well plate to track and image these cells, but there
were numerous technical inaccuracies involved in this procedure. The most quantifiable
of these inaccuracies was that sphere formation was completely ablated due to long
periods spent out of incubation while imaging. Finding and categorizing each cell in a 96
well plate took nearly two hours. This daily time spent out of the incubator was
detrimental to sphere formation (data not shown). We therefore moved to a dilutionbased assay.
It is logistically impossible to achieve exactly one cell/well using only dilution
methods. An average of 1 cell/well may be attained but in practice each well contains a
different number of cells, and many wells will have none. To ensure cells in nearly every
well, and to investigate if aggregations had a higher chance of forming spheres, we chose
a dilution of 2 cells/well. To limit time spent out of the incubation chamber, we plated
only 12 wells per 96 well plate. With 8 plates total, this combined to a full 96 wells. This
was considered one full experimental replicate. This technique resulted in plates at RT
less than 15 minutes at a time.
Figure 8A shows the tracking of a single cell over 14 days in suspension. Each tracked
clonal outgrowth was termed a Pre-Sphere (PreSp) until day 5. Surprisingly, MCF-7 cells
seeded at this low density undergo less movement than expected over time in the smaller
wells of a 96 well plate. Nevertheless, there were 22 instances of collision, 21 of which
(95%) formed eventual spheres, indicating that aggregations have a higher propensity for
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sphere formation compared to clonal growths. Although these aggregates were tracked,
they were removed from any subsequent calculations. In fact, any cell that moved so
much as to cast doubt to its identity was removed from data for quantitative calculations
as well. A total of only 6 out of 1,127 MCF-7 cells were removed from subsequent
analysis.
We also observed that despite rigorous procedures to ensure a single cell suspension,
including passage through a microfilter and trituration through a needle, two cell clusters
remained at the time of initial seeding. These clusters showed a statistically significant
increase in sphere forming capacity of nearly 20% compared to single cells (Fig 8B).
Surprisingly, for true clonal spheres originating from a single cell, we saw SFEs of 55%
and 52% for days 7 and 14 respectively (Fig 8B).
To increase the robustness of our experiments, an additional cell line was tracked. The
T47D cell line was chosen because, like MCF7s, they have the ability to form spheres
over repeated passages[138]. T47Ds showed a higher propensity for movement within
wells than MCF7s. Despite manual manipulation with a pipette during imaging to reduce
collisions, there were 23 instances of cells or spheres colliding overnight, 100% of which
of which resulted in spheres on day 14. Astonishingly, the weighted average sphere
forming efficiency of single T47D cells recorded at day 14 was 71% (Fig 8C). 2 cell
clusters also remained in suspensions of T47Ds despite the use of a microfilter and
passage through a needle (13 of these were removed from wells due to close proximity to
single cells). 100% of remaining 2 cell clusters formed spheres at day 14 (Fig 8C).
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High seeding densities are confounded by aggregation.

Figure 9: High seeding densities are confounded by aggregation. A) A Density Dilution
assay was performed on MCF-7, BT-474, T47D and MCF10A cells. Cell seeding density
(cells/mL) is displayed on the x axis and SFE is displayed on the Y axis. Efficiencies were
calculated as (spheres/seeded cells)*100. Spheres were counted on day 7. Statistics calculated
using two-tailed students t-test (N=3 for T47D and BT-474. N=6 for MCF-7). P values
displayed above bars. *=p<.0001 B) Representative images of MCF-7and T47D spheres. Red
circles indicate examples of obvious aggregations excluded from counts. Scale bar=500um.
**=Only performed with MCF-7 cells

SFEs for the MCF-7 line vary greatly from one published report to another. They are
often reported as less than 5% [110,150] but have been reported as high as 20.[151]
(Note: Independent calculation must be performed on figure 1B of this paper to reveal
this high SFE) At higher seeding densities, we observed the lower efficiencies most often
reported (Fig 9A). However, as lower seeding densities were employed we recapitulated
the results of our single cell tracking experiments. SFEs climb significantly at densities
below 1000 cells/mL and peaked at 100 cells/mL for MCF-7 cells (Fig 9A). We observed
that higher seeding densities also contained what we considered to be large aggregates.
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The problem of whether to include these, exclude them or estimate the number of spheres
contained within the aggregate was not trivial. We found that there was a significant
difference in results depending on how these aggregations were tallied (Statistics not
reported due to the highly subjective nature of these procedures. For our figure counts all
obvious aggregations were excluded). Figure 9B illustrates the visual differences between
seeding densities.
SFE also increased significantly with lower dilution in the T47D cell line, although a
dilution of 10 cells/mL was required to reach the efficiency seen in single cell tracking.
The cells had a strong tendency to move to the edge of the plate, increasing aggregation.
At 10,000 cells/well the problem of aggregation was so severe that accurate counting was
impossible. The BT-474 and MCF10A lines were also tested in this manner. MCF10A
reached a peak of 10% SFE at 100 cells/mL while BT-474 peaked at 30% at 10 cells/mL

Size information of spheres.

Most information on sphere size (measured in diameter) comes from scale bars in
images [31,110,152,153]. We sought to gain a more robust measurement of clonal sphere
sizes at various time points. We chose days 5, 7 and 14 for MCF-7 as these are well
represented in the literature [144,152,154]. The median sphere sizes of true, clonal
spheres were 61µm, 70µm and day 5 144µm for days 5, 7 and 14 respectively. Maximum
size was 97µm, but the mammospheres within the 25th to 75th quartiles ranged from 50
to 71µm. Day 7 ranged to 130µm with an outlier as high as 152µm, but the 25th to 75th
quartiles ranged over a much narrower area from only 55 to 85µm. (Fig 10A)
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Interestingly, day 14 had a wide range of sizes spanning from 50um to 400um with an

Figure 10: Size information of spheres. A) Average mammosphere size of MCF-7 and T47D
cell lines. Red bar indicates mean size and blue box 25th to 75th quartiles. Whiskers represent
the range of sizes while red dots are outliers (for MCF-7: day 5 N=3, Days 7 and 14 N=6. For
T47D: N=6 for days 7 and 14). Note the Y axis scale is different for T47D than MCF-7. B)
Explanatory figure using size after 7 days compared to size on day 14. (N=6, MCF7) Solid lines
represent a sphere cutoff value of 50µm. If that value is chosen, the lavender box illustrates
those PreSp that were under 50um but grew to be spheres and were thusly undercounted.
The beige box illustrates those that were over 50µm on day 7 but either died or shrunk by day
14 and were therefore overcounted. C) Data from scatter charts was utilized to calculate
percent of misclassified spheres (undercounted + overcounted)/total spheres). This was
calculated for a range of cutoff values and plotted as a graph. Solid line is weighted average
and error is +/- weighted SD. D) The cutoff value with the smallest percent of misclassified
data was calculated for each day using the graph in C. For MCF-7 the results were 53um and
55um for days 5 and 7 respectively. For T47D the value was 35um.

outlier as large as 660µm. Clonal T47D spheres were much smaller overall. Spheres over
the size of 5 cells do not generally appear until day 7. We therefore chose to eschew size
measurement at day 5. Median size at day 7 was 48µm with the 25th to 75th quartiles
covering a range of 35 to 56µm. The largest outlier was 110µm. Median size at day 14
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was moderately larger at 66µm, ranging from 70 to 85µm in the 25th to 75th quartiles.
The largest outlier was 165µm (Fig 10A)
This information raised the important question, “What is a sphere?” Spheres have been
traditionally defined and categorized by size. The minimum size most often employed for
MCF-7 cells in the literature is >50µm [126,139,155] but minimums ranging from 14 to
100µm have also been reported [110,136,144,153]. We sought to avoid ad hoc
definitions and to find an empirical basis for categorization. We reasoned that by
comparing the sizes of spheres on days 5 and 7 to sizes on day 14, we could formulate a
percentage of spheres that were misclassified (Fig 10B). This would include spheres that
were under the minimum size at day 5 or 7 but grew to be spheres on day 14
(undercounted), as well as those which were above the cutoff but later either died or
shrunk below cutoff values (overcounted). By comparing day 5 and 7 to day 14 we
constructed a curve showing the percent of misclassified cells for values ranging from 40
to 70µm (Fig 10C). Our only caveat was that spheres must grow at least 5µm between
measurements. We determined that MCF-7 sphere sizes of 53 and 55µm correlated with
the least misclassification for days 5 and 7 respectively (Fig 10D). As the percent of
misclassification was very similar in the range of 50 to 60µm, we chose therefore to
adopt the widely employed value of 50µm for the remainder of the analysis of MCF-7
cells.
T47D sphere classification required further scrutiny. PreSp as small as 30µm and
containing only 3 cells at day 7 went on to form spheres at day 14. The number of
spheres which died or shrunk after day 7 (overcounted) was also negligible. The bulk of
classification error arose from undercounting smaller PreSp which went on to form
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eventual spheres. The minimum size correlated with least misclassification for day 7 was
32µm. We were attempting to avoid an ad hoc definition of how many cells a sphere
contained but a value of 32µm is only 2-3 cells. To avoid the possibility we were
including small clusters of cells which had died, we added the caveat that spheres must
grow at least 5µm between measurements. This resulted in a minimum size of 35µm on
day 7 and 40µm on day 14 for T47D cells.
Size was the only parameter utilized for classifying mammospheres of either cell line.
Most MCF-7 spheres were well rounded with clearly defined edges, but there were many
examples of unique morphologies as well as clonal growths (still termed spheres) which
would appear to be aggregations if they had not been tracked from single cells (Fig 11A).

Figure 11: Clonal spheres are not identifiable by shape. A) Various morphologies of clonal
MCF-7 mammospheres at 7 days. B) Various morphologies of T47D mammospheres at 14
days. Scale bars are 20um. Related to Figure 3

This was even more apparent in the T47D cell line. Although many T47D spheres were
rounded and spherical, the majority were either dome-like mounds or actual sheets of
cells (Fig 11B). The overall morphologies of clonal T47D growths were even more wide
ranging than MCF7s (Fig 11B) and included “spheres” of loosely associated cells which
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would split apart and rejoin on a daily basis. Puzzlingly, some T47D PreSp have the
ability to split completely apart and continue to grow. In most cases the proximity of
these secondary PreSp leads to collision with the parent sphere but in some cases these
spheres drift away to divide on their own. (10 instances of splitting resulted in recollision with parent, 8 times the daughter sphere grew on its own.) Spheres that split
away were not used in predictive calculations, but they were rigorously tracked.

Sphere formation can be predicted with 98% accuracy.
The initial impetus for this study was the hypothesis that it should be possible to predict
sphere formation from an early time point using only doubling information. We set out to
accomplish this by carefully tracking the fates of single cells cultured in suspension. We
marked the position of each initial cell and either counted or measured the cells in
resultant PreSp over 14 days. We then correlated early cell counts with eventual sphere
formation. We found that PreSp of size 1, 2, 3 and 4 cells each had a distinct SFE at 24
hrs.
We then set up three new experiments in the same manner as above. Individual cells were
tracked, and counts were made of all 1, 2, 3 and 4 cell PreSp at 24 hours. The mean
sphere-forming percentages from our initial experiments were then used to determine
whether it was possible to predict how many spheres formed on day 14 of the newly
plated experiments. Strikingly, we found that counts at 24 hrs alone could predict sphere
formation for day 14 with 98% accuracy (Fig. 12C).
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We next sought to validate these results in an additional cell line. We chose to work

Figure 12: Sphere formation can be predicted with 98% accuracy. A, B) Single cells were
seeded and tracked. At 24 hours individual clonal outgrowths (termed Pre-Spheres or PreSp)
were counted and categorized by number of cells in each. Each count was correlated with
eventual sphere formation on days 7 and 14 (For example, there were a total of 153 single cell
MCF-7 PreSp at 24 hours. 32 of these eventually formed spheres on Day 14, yielding an SFE of
21%). SFE for each size of PreSp is displayed on the Y axis. Error bars are weighted standard
deviation. Objects over 50µm were considered spheres for the MCF-7 cell line. Growths over
35µm on day 7 and 40µm were considered spheres for the T47D cell line. P values calculated
by students two-tailed t-test and are displayed above bars on graph (N=3). *=significantly
different from all other PreSp sizes with p<.0001. C, D) Single cells were again tracked over 14
days in the same manner as in A and B. At 24 hours PreSp sizes were counted. SFEs from A
were then used in a predictive capacity on these counts to determine how many spheres
would form at 14 days. (For example, in one experiment there were 82, 2 cell MCF-7 PreSp at
24 hours. The SFE from A would predict 62.76 spheres on day 14. The actual spheres formed
on day 14 were then compared to these predictions.) Y axis is total spheres from 3
experiments. White bar is total prediction calculated using SFEs from previous experiments.
Black bar is total spheres actually observed. Difference between prediction and observation
(cumulative error) at 14 days was 2.15% for MCF-7 cells and 2.03% for T47Ds. Average error
for MCF-7s was 4.47 (+/- .5) and 2.07 (+/- 1.71) for T47Ds.

with T47D cells as we found their SFE to be high enough to gather meaningful data
without tracking thousands of cells. Like MCF7s, T47D mammospheres are also able to
be passaged over subsequent generations long term [138]. We repeated the methodology
employed with MCF-7s insofar as three experiments were used to establish SFEs for
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PreSp at 24 hours (Fig 12B). These SFEs were then employed to predict the day 14
sphere formation of a further 3
experiments. T47Ds were slower to form spheres than MCF-7s overall, with only three
instances of 3 cell PreSp at 24 hours recorded over 6 experiments. Again, PreSp as small
as
3 cells on day 7 went on to form spheres at day 14. For this reason, we determined to
focus mainly on day 14 for subsequent calculations. For T47D cells, it is also possible to
predict sphere formation at day 14 with 98% accuracy using only PreSp counts at 24
hours (12D).

Sphere formation in MCF7 and T47D lines does not depend on CD44hi/CD24populations.
As mammosphere formation is thought to represent the portion of stem-like cells in a
population, we sought to discover whether established stem cell markers could account
for the high SFE revealed by single cell tracking. Breast cancer cell populations
containing the marker profile CD44+/CD24- have been reported to enrich for
mammosphere formation [134,143] and tumorigenesis in mice [111] and have been well
studied in the literature. We therefore used flow cytometry to assay for the CD44/CD24
profile of the two cell lines we utilized for single cell tracking (Fig 13A, D).
Our MCF-7 cells exhibited a higher portion of CD44+/CD24- cells than has been
commonly reported [156-158]. The average population of CD44+ cells over three
experiments was over 50% (Fig 13B). As this value was very similar to the SFE of MCF7
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Figure 13: CD44HI/CD24- populations do not play a large role in the sphere forming
efficiency of MCF-7 or T47D cells. A) A representative image of MCF-7 cells sorted by flow
cytometry. Q1 represents the CD44+/CD24- population, while Q4 contains the CD44-/CD24+
population. Box gates indicate populations sorted by FACS for further analysis. Quadrants were
gated using an iso control. B) The percent of parent population for each quadrant of MCF-7 cells.
(N=3) C) MCF-7 cells were FACS sorted for CD44hi/CD24- and CD44-/CD24+ populations and
mammosphere assays were performed at a density of 10 cells/mL for each population. The graph
shows the Day 7 SFE for each population on the Y axis. Statistics performed with students twotailed t-test. P value displayed above the bar. D) A representative image of T47D cells sorted by
flow cytometry. Q1 represents the CD44+/CD24- population, while Q4 contains the CD44-/CD24+
population. E) The percent of parent population for each quadrant of T47D cells. (N=3)

cells as determined by single cell tracking, we hypothesized that this population could be
responsible for that effect. To address this possibility, we employed Fluorescence
activated cell sorting (FACS) to isolate a portion of CD44hi/CD24- cells to further analyze
using the mammosphere assay. We chose to use the cells expressing the highest levels of
CD44 to further enrich for putative stem-like cells. These cells were then cultured in
mammosphere media at a density of 10 cells/well and SFE at day 7 was calculated. We
next proceeded to compare this population to the fraction of MCF-7 cells expressing a
CD44-/CD24+ profile. We found a difference in SFE of only 10% between the two
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populations (Fig 13C). T47D cells expressed a CD44+/CD24+ almost exclusively (Fig
13D). As the CD44+/CD24- population comprised less than 5% of the cells (Fig 13E),
we did not sort T47D cells for further analysis.

DISCUSSION

The mammosphere assay has become a staple of breast cancer stem cell research. By
providing a platform in which the properties of anoikis resistance and suspended
proliferation can be monitored, the assay proposes to give researchers a way of
quantifying the portion of putative stem cells in a population in vitro [133,152]. Drug
treatments or genetic modifications can then be employed and reductions in sphere
formation are hypothesized to have decreased the stem population of a sample [143,159].
Unfortunately, there is no standard protocol employed by the field and reported sphereforming efficiencies can vary significantly from publication to publication. We address
here the problem of cellular aggregation as a possible cause for such discrepancies.
Suspended cells can collide and form aggregations. This can lead to confounded results
through an artificial lowering of SFE [146]. If seeding densities are too high, it will
remain unclear if treatment causes a change in sphere formation or in aggregation.
Although the idea of aggregation itself is not novel, the issue remains largely unaddressed
in the field and we illustrate clearly here the dramatic effects it can have on experimental
outcome for the first time.
We addressed the problem of aggregation by tracking individual cells from initial
seeding to eventual sphere formation over the course of 14 days. We used the MCF-7 and
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T47D cell lines due to their common use and ready sphere-forming ability. At the very
low seeding densities we employed, few cells were lost track of due to movement or
aggregation within wells (less than 3% in the MCF-7 line, 5.5% for T47Ds). What
aggregations did occurr however, resulted in spheres formed at a rate of 95% in MCF-7s
and 100% in T47Ds. This could be due to enhanced survival from cell attachment signals
[160] or the simple probability of larger PreSp forming spheres at a higher rate. Any
explanation for an aggregation’s enhanced sphere forming ability however, leads to
confounded SFEs in the final calculations. Additionally, cells which begin the assay as
initial clusters of 2 cells also have a significantly higher chance to form eventual spheres.
These confounding factors will persist in all sphere forming assays that utilize high
density seeding.
At high seeding densities, cells and spheres have less room to move and more
aggregations are formed. These aggregations can create irregular formations that also
present challenges for counting. We found that using different counting procedures can
result in different results. There are also non-quantifiable differences between
aggregations and true clonal spheres. Single cells produce spheres containing a wide
variety of morphologies ranging from very spherical to what appear to be loose
aggregations of cells to shapes which are unique and non-classifiable. Methods which
make an attempt to visually distinguish between spheres and aggregations have been
reported [161] but the morphologies we observed underscore that spheres cannot be
identified as such by eye or by any technology which counts rounded objects.
Morphologies are too wide ranging to classify spheres as clonal based on appearance
alone. Single cell tracking avoids these pitfalls.
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There is also a clear need to define a standard minimum sphere size for each cell line. A
size too small inevitably includes PreSp that will die off. A size too large excludes
smaller PreSp that will eventually succeed in forming spheres. Our single cell tracking
allowed us to find values that minimize both these factors. The values we calculated for
MCF-7 cells conform very closely to what many in the field have chosen to employ
[126,162,163]. T47D spheres proved to be much smaller and slower growing. Clonal
growths as small as three cells continued to grow and divide until day 14. The minimum
size of 35µm we calculated for day 7 illustrates that utilizing a single, blanket cutoff
value for each cell line under study can exclude valuable data. A value of 50µm applied
to T47D spheres would result in over 50% of data being misclassified and a resultant
underestimation of the sphere content in a population. In regard to mean sizes, clonal
spheres are also demonstrably smaller than most aggregates. High density seeding with
numerous aggregations have larger spheres and we quantified the expected distribution of
clonal sphere sizes. Mean sizes as high as 100µm have been reported on day 5 for MCF-7
spheres [144]. Our data indicates that anything above 100µm on day 5 or 150µm on day
7 is likely the result of aggregations. T47Ds are demonstrably smaller and the largest
sphere we recorded was 165 µm at day 14. Problematically, clonal T47D growths are
rarely spherical. The majority of these growths were either dome shaped or flat. This
underscores the necessity to treat each cell line as unique in its morphology.
Strikingly, single cell tracking of the MCF-7 cell line reveals an SFE of 55% at day 7
and 52% at day 14, which we confirmed using the orthogonal technique of density
dilution. Most of the literature reports SFE values under 10% for this cell line (de la Mare
et al., 2013; Montales et al., 2012;[110,136,144,153]. However, we wish to emphasize
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that our data shows the SFE for MCF-7 cells is much higher than commonly reported and
that all results obtained from high seeding densities are likely confounded by
aggregation. Emphasizing this are the results for T47D cells. Astonishingly, when single
cells from this line are rigorously tracked over time their SFE is 71%. Even if a higher
cutoff value of 40µm is employed at day 7 the SFE is still 61%. We confirmed the results
of our novel single cell tracking with established cell seeding density dilutions in multiple
cell lines where even a “negative control” cell line had a maximum SFE of 10%. It has
been observed that SFE decreases with increasing cellular seeding density [146]. This is
explained by cellular aggregation. Theoretically, SFE should remain constant if spheres
are clonal. In practice however, aggregation will reduce the number of spheres and result
in lower SFE. For the mammosphere assay to give meaningful results, seeding densities
much smaller than those currently employed are more effective. Following single cells
can also provide the additional advantage of cell fate tracking. This can provide
information on the effects of drug treatments on single cells, as well as provide a means
to follow cell marker persistence/ progression and correlation to sphere formation.
Flow cytometry and subsequent tracking after cell sorting for stem cell markers
confirmed the work of Iglesias and colleagues insofar as CD44 is not responsible for the
sphere forming capabilities of these cell lines [138]. We tracked MCF-7 cells sorted for
CD44hi/CD24- and CD44-/CE24+ populations at a density of 10 cells/mL and found that
although there is a small but significant 10% difference in SFE between the two, it is not
large enough to account for the high overall SFE of the entire population. The T47D cell
line did not contain a CD44+/CD24- population larger than 5% and was thus ruled out for
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further stem cell marker study as a population that small could not contribute enough
cells to account for a 71% SFE.
Finally, the mammosphere assay is also time consuming. Experiments run in triplicate
can take months. We reasoned that this time could be shortened if we could generate a
method of prediction based on information from early time points. We hypothesized that
if cells were tracked, having their early doubling information recorded, that this could be
correlated to eventual sphere formation. Surprisingly, this method worked at a much
earlier time point than expected and provided a wealth of biological information. After
having garnered correlative information from early division and later sphere formation,
we were able to apply that information to another set of experiments to predict the
generation of spheres. We found that early doubling can predict the eventual sphere
formation in a population with 98% accuracy at day 14. This has the potential to shorten
sphere formation assays by a factor of 7 to 10, effectively reducing the traditional time
frame of 7-14 days to only 24 hours.

B. LIPID TETHERING OF BREAST TUMOR CELLS REDUCES CELL
AGGREGATION DURING MAMMOSPHERE FORMATION

Although the techniques described in the previous chapter provide a wealth of
mammosphere data not confounded by cellular aggregation, the techniques are time
consuming and low throughput. To address this, we incorporated a technology that uses
lipid tethering on a low attach surface. Tethering individual tumor cells to lipid anchors
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prevents cell drift while maintaining free-floating characteristics. This enables real-time
monitoring of single tumor cells as they divide to form mammospheres. Monitoring
tethered breast cancer cells provided detailed size information that correlates directly to
the single cell tracking data outlined in IIIA. We observed that Day 7 spheres in lipidcoated wells contained significantly more clonal spheres than traditional low attachment
plates. When an equal mixture of MCF7-GFP and MCF7-mCherry cells were seeded,
65% of the mammospheres in lipid-coated wells demonstrated single color expression
whereas only 32% were single-colored in low attachment wells. These results indicate
that using lipid tethering for mammosphere growth assays can reduce the confounding
factor of cell aggregation and increase the formation of clonal mammospheres.

INTRODUCTION

With research in the past decade rapidly highlighting the role of CSCs in tumor initiation
and progression, CSCs are now considered prime therapeutic targets for cancer inhibition
and/or ablation[164]. Sphere forming assays that monitor the anchorage independent
growth characteristics of stem-like cells are a widely employed in vitro model to assess
the quantity of CSCs in a bulk population of cancer cells. The sphere-forming efficiency
(SFE) of a tumor cell line is measured as the number of mammospheres formed relative
to the number of single cells originally seeded. However, SFE calculated in this manner
does not effectively account for aggregation of the free-floating cells into clusters. These
aggregates can confound the true sphere-forming efficiency of tumor cells. Stem cells
have been shown to form aggregates in suspension-culture, which promotes their survival
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and pluripotency[165,166]. Moreover, aggregate-mediated enhancement of stem cell
properties due to reprogramming has been reported in the non-adherent culture of several
non-stem cell types including fibroblasts, ocular epithelial cells, and human embryonic
kidney epithelial cells[166-168]. Cell aggregation in non-adherent culture conditions is
routinely used to generate stem cells[135,169-173]. While aggregation-mediated stem
cell enhancement is favorable when trying to culture stem cells in vitro, it interferes with
the isolation of tumor cells with cancer stem cell potential when the goal is identification
of self-renewal and clonality.
To address these shortcomings, we developed a higher throughput technique to
minimize tumor cell aggregation after seeding. Our technique prevents free cell
movement yet retains a non-adherent microenvironment and allows for real-time
monitoring of single tumor cells. This enables those tumor cells with stem-like potential
to form mammospheres while reducing cell aggregate formation. To create a low
attachment surface, tissue culture-treated plates were coated with alternating layers of
polyelectrolytes. Polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEM) are assembled through electrostatic
or hydrogen-bonding interactions between layers to form a surface that inhibits cell
attachment. The PEM surface is then coated with a charged lipid, creating a hydrophobic
tether which immobilizes cells in space. Lipid Tethered cells retain the characteristics of
cells in suspension due to the non-adherent PEM layer beneath. Several published reports
have demonstrated the utility of coating surfaces with PEM and using lipids or other
binding moieties to create cell-binding tethers in a low-attachment environment[174178]. A recently published report from our laboratory demonstrated that microfluidic
substrates coated with PEM plus DOTAP lipid moieties successfully tethered breast
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tumor cells and maintained their free-floating behavior even after three fluid
washes[179]. In addition, the lateral drift of tethered cells was dramatically reduced[180].
Recent literature has highlighted the problem of cellular aggregation in the
mammosphere assay[146,181] and we propose here a more high-throughput solution to
the problem. We show that using a PEM+lipid coated surface reduces cell aggregation
when compared to ultra-low attachment plates and that singly tethered cells form
mammospheres similar to those observed under ultra-low attachment conditions.
Furthermore, size quantification of mammospheres indicates that PEM+lipid coated
surfaces yield smaller mammospheres consistent with the size of spheres formed from
single cells sorted with flow cytometry.

RESULTS
PEM+lipid coated plates can be used for mammosphere assays in lieu of ultra-low
attachment plates
There is no standardized seeding density employed by the field for mammosphere
formation. Densities ranging from 103 to 105 tumor cells per mL have been reported[182].
To analyze the effect of seeding density on aggregate formation on a lipid anchored surface,
we seeded either 100 cells/well (333 cells/mL, 312.5 cells/cm2) or 1,000 cells/well (3,333
cells/mL, 3125 cells/cm2) into ultra-low attachment 96-well plates as well as 96-well plates
coated with either PEM or with PEM+lipid. The PEM PEM coating creates a surface that
prevents cell attachment, while the lipid coat provides a tether which anchors the cell
membrane but does not allow cells to spread on the surface (Figure 14A-F)[179]. We also
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Figure 14: PEM+lipid coated reduce 24 hour aggregation:
FACS using forward and side scatter was used to seed single cell suspensions of MCF7 cells
into 96 well low attach plates with the indicated surface treatments. A-C) 100 cells/mL D-F)
1,000 cells/mL G-I) 10,000 cells/mL. Phase contrast images of resultant mammospheres for
Day 1 (24 hours) post seeding are shown. (4x magnification, Bar=200 µm)

seeded 10,000 cells/well (33,333 cells/mL, 31,250 cells/cm2) to visualize the effect of the
higher seeding densities often employed in mammosphere assays (Figure 14G-I).
To prevent doublets or clustered cells from being added at the time of initial seeding,
flow cytometry was used to sort single cell suspensions of MCF-7 cells. Our lab has
recently shown that pre-spheres (PreSp) grown from single cells are not be larger than 4
cells at 24 hours[181]. Visual inspection of phase contrast images taken on Day 1 postseeding show that the MCF7 PreSp present in PEM+lipid coated wells seeded with either
100 or 1,000 cells generally conform to this criterion (Figure 14C,F). However, despite the
use of flow sorted single cell suspensions, cells seeded into plain low attach plates at
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Figure 15: PEM+lipid coated plates can be used for mammosphere formation:
FACS was used to seed single cell suspensions of MCF7 cells into 96 well plates. The plates
were either Low-attach, PEM coated or PEM+Lipid coated. Three densities of 100, 1000 and
10,000 cells were used for each type of plate. Phase contrast images of resultant mammospheres
for Day 7 (A) and Day 14 (B) post seeding are shown. (4x magnification, bar=200 µm)

densities of 1,000 and 10,000 cells showed the presence of clusters over 4 cells in all plates
in all wells on Day 1(Figure 14D,G). Larger clusters are especially evident in wells seeded
with 10,000 cells in both low-attach and PEM+lipid wells. This indicates that clumping is
directly proportional to seeding density due to space constraints (Figure 14G-I). Therefore,
most of the mammospheres that ensue from seeding such high densities are not single cell
clones, but rather the results of cellular aggregation. Furthermore, within each plate type,
spheres formed on Day 7 were visually much smaller in wells seeded with either 100
cells/well or 1,000 cells/well compared to wells seeded with 10,000 cells (Figure 15A).
Taken together with Day 1 cluster size, this size data indicates that the spheres observed in
wells seeded with 10,000 cells are cellular aggregates as opposed to clonal growths.
Additionally, spheres greater than 50μm in size are formed in all conditions on days 7 and
14, indicating that PEM or PEM+lipid coating does not hamper mammosphere formation
(Figure 15A,B).
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PEM+lipid coated wells generate mammospheres with greater efficiency and
smaller size compared to low attachment wells
To evaluate the effects of seeding density dependent aggregation on SFE, we analyzed
the size and quantity of mammospheres in low attachment plates versus PEM+lipid
coated plates by seeding either 10, 100, or 1,000 cells/well in 96-well plates. T47D and
MCF7 cells were seeded at either 10, 100 or 1,000 cells/well. We found that the average
size and number of spheres formed at Day 7 is not significantly different between low-

Figure 16: PEM+lipid coated wells generate mammospheres with greater efficiency and
smaller size compared to low attachment wells
For A and C FACS was used to seed single cell suspensions of MCF7 cells at densities of either
10, 100 or 1000 cells into low attach and PEM+lipid coated well plates. For B and D T47D
cells were employed. A,B) At low seeding densities of 10 cells/well or 100 cells/well, the
average size of mammospheres formed is comparable in low attach and PEM+lipid wells. At a
seeding density of 1000 cells/well, there are significantly different averages of spheres in the
low attach and PEM+lipid wells respectively. C,D) The total number of mammospheres formed
in low attach and PEM+lipid coated wells have no significant difference when 10 MCF7
cells/well or 100 MCF7 cells/well are seeded. However, when 1000 cells/well were seeded,
there are significantly different averages between the low attach and PEM+lipid coated wells.
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attach and PEM+lipid wells at the two lowest densities of MCF7 cells (Figure 16A and
C). This indicates that mammosphere size and efficiency is not confounded by
aggregation when cells are seeded sparsely. However, seeding 1,000 cells/well revealed a
significant difference in the SFE of MCF7 cells. MCF7s seeded at 1000 cells/well yielded
75.2 spheres in the low attachment wells (SFE 7.5%), whereas an average of 171.2
spheres (SFE 17.1%) formed in the lipid-coated wells (Figure 16C). Increasing the
number of cells seeded in a well decreases the surface area/cell for free movement,
resulting in more cellular aggregates in the low attachment plates and a correspondingly
lower SFE. In wells coated with PEM+lipid, individual cells were immobilized and
therefore physically prevented from aggregation through lipid tethering. Examining
average sphere size vs. seeding density (Figure 16A) demonstrates that the average
sphere size increases significantly with greater seeding density in the low attachment
wells, but spheres in lipid-coated wells show no significant change in size with any
density. With 1,000 cells seeded, spheres in PEM+lipid wells were significantly smaller
than spheres in low attach wells (Figure 16A). T47D cells however, require a very low
seeding density to negate the effects of aggregation. A significant difference in size and
SFE is already apparent at a density of 100 cells/well (Figure 16B,D). This result
conforms to our earlier published work that indicates T47D cells have a higher propensity
to drift to the edge of wells and form aggregations than MCF7 cells[181]. Altogether, by
preventing aggregation, the lipid-coated wells had an increased number of
mammospheres that were on average smaller in size when compared to mammospheres
that formed in the low attachment wells.
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Lipid tethering reduces the effects of aggregation

Figure 17: Lipid tethering reduces the effects of aggregation: Single cell suspensions of
MCF7 and T47D cells were used to seed 1000 cells into low attach and PEM+lipid coated well
plates and were analyzed on Day 7 post-seeding. A) Low attachment wells have no significant
difference in distribution of mammospheres in the well center and at the well edge for either
MCF7 or T47D cells, whereas lipid coated wells have a significant difference of >20% between
spheres in the center and edges of the well in both cell lines. (Statistics formulated using
ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey HSD. *=p value <.01, **=P<.001)

Cellular drift towards the plate edge is a regular occurrence in the mammosphere assay.
To evaluate if coating the well surface with lipid reduces this movement, FACS was used
to seed 1,000 MCF7 cells/well into low attachment and PEM+lipid coated 96-well plates.
On Day 7 post-seeding, mammospheres that were touching the well edge or within
500μm distance from the edge of the well were marked as edge positive, and the
remaining spheres were marked as being centered. Figure 17 shows 51.7% of MCF7
mammospheres in the well center and 48.2% at the well edge. Although this seems like
an even distribution, it is important to note here that the area we have defined as edge
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positive is 2.5 times smaller than the area defined as centered and makes up only 29% of
the total well area. Nearly half the spheres are concentrated in a small area near the edge.
Inspection of the lipid coated wells reveals more spheres in the center of the well (62.5%)
and less at the edge (37.5%). T47D cells were also seeded at 1000 cells/well and sphere
distribution was analyzed in the same manner. In low attach wells however, T47D
spheres showed a greater propensity to drift to the edge. 65.5% of T47D spheres were
A

edge positive in low-attach plates. The PEM+lipid plates effectively reversed this trend
with 61.2% of spheres located in the center (Figure 17). Given that we observed a
difference in the size of the spheres that were being formed in the low attachment and
lipid-coated plates (Figure 16,A,B) we sought to establish an average size of verifiably
clonal spheres. To this end, we used FACS to seed single cells into each well of a 96-well
low attachment plate and measured the size of mammospheres that were formed. The
average size of the resultant mammospheres on Day 7 post-seeding was 106µm. We
therefore classified mammospheres into two categories: those between 50-150μm (clonal)
in size and those greater than 150μm (aggregates). Our recent single cell tracking data
also verifies values over 150μm for MCF7 spheres are aggregations[181]. Using this
categorization to analyze the entire well, we observed that in the low attachment plates
37% of MCF7 spheres were between 50-150μm in size, whereas 63% of the spheres were
greater than 150μm in size. On the other hand, in the lipid-coated wells, 71% of the
spheres were between 50-150μm and 29% were greater than 150μm in size indicating
significantly reduced aggregation (Figure 18B). For T47D cells we defined clonal spheres
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Figure 18: Sphere size analysis for entire well. T47D (A) and MCF7 (B) cells were seeded
at a density of 1000 cells/well in either low attach or PEM+lipid coated 96 well plates. Sphere
sizes were measured and recorded. (Statistics formulated using ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey
HSD. *=p value <.01, **=P<.001)

between 35-80μm as previous [181]. The differences in T47D clonal sphere distribution
were even more pronounced. In Low attach plates T47D aggregations comprised 81.9%
of the total sphere population. This phenomenon was again effectively reversed by our
technology. In PEM+lipid plates spheres >80μm made up only 18.1% of the total sphere
population, a reduction of four-fold. Further size analysis with respect to well location
revealed an almost equal allocation of MCF7 spheres between 50-150μm in size (48%)
and those greater than 150μm in size (52%) in the well center (Figure 19, upper).
Conversely, in the center of the lipid-coated wells, 76% of the spheres were between 50150μm and only 24% were greater than 150μm. Well edge analysis indicated that in the
low attachment wells only 25% of the MCF7 spheres were between 50-150μm in size,
while the majority of the spheres (75%) were greater than 150μm. Presumably, more
aggregates will form at the well edges where the movement of cells becomes physically
limited and cells begin to accumulate. However, this trend was not observed at the edge
of the lipid-coated wells, where 63% of the spheres were between 50-150μm in size while
only 37% were greater than 150μm (Figure 19, upper). The decrease in the proportion of
spheres greater than 150μm at both the center and edge of the lipid-coated wells
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Figure 19: Clonal sphere distribution in wells: Single cell suspensions of MCF7 and T47D
cells were used to seed 1000 cells into low attach and PEM+lipid coated well plates and were
analyzed on Day 7 post-seeding. This figure is a visual representation of sphere size distribution
in the wells. Edge size distribution at the edge is displayed in the outer ring. Well center
distribution is displayed in the inner circle. Values are in percentages. Upper) Low attach plates
have a nearly equal size distribution in the center of the well, with the edge having a 75% (+/SD6) population of spheres over 150μm. PEM+Lipid wells have only 36% (+/- SD4) spheres
over 150μm at the well edge and 24% (+/- SD3) in the center. Lower) Representative of T47Ds
greater propensity to form aggregations, Low Attach plates have higher concentrations of
spheres >80μm in both the well center and well edge. PEM+Lipid plates however have 93%
and 81% clonal spheres in the center and at the edge respectively. (Statistics formulated using
ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey HSD. *=p value <.01, **=P<.001) C) Representative images of
wells seeded with 1000 cells in either low attach or PEM+lipid plates and imaged on day 7

compared to the low attach plates indicates that cell tethering reduces aggregation and
allows for the increased formation of clonal mammospheres. Size/location analysis of
T47D cells revealed their greater tendency to drift the edges of the well in greater detail.
Spheres >80μm made up the bulk of the total sphere population in both the center and
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Figure 20: Representative images of wells seeded with 1000 cells in either low attach or
PEM+lipid plates and imaged on day 7 A) MCF7 B) T47D. Spheres were individually
measured by hand. Red circle delineates 500 µm from edge of well.

edges of the wells. Strikingly, aggregations were nearly ablated in the center of
PEM+lipid plates with only 7% of spheres over 80μm remaining (Figure 19, lower).
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Figure 20 displays stitched images of entire wells to visualize the morphological/spatial
differences of spheres between low attach and PEM+Lipid coated plates.

Lipid-coated wells have a higher proportion of clonal mammospheres compared to
low attachment wells

Figure 21: Lipid-coated wells have a higher proportion of clonal mammospheres
compared to low attachment wells: A) FACS was used to seed single cell suspensions of
MCF7-GFP and MCF7-mCherry cells into 96 well plates. 500 cells of each cell type were
sorted together into each well of low attachment and lipid-coated plates. Confocal imaging of
mammospheres on Day 7 post-seeding shows that mammospheres in the low attachment plates
are positive for both GFP and mCherry expression, whereas the majority of the mammospheres
observed in the lipid-coated plates are positive either for GFP expression or mCherry
expression (10x magnification). B) Counting mammospheres greater than 60μm indicates that
low attachment wells have significantly more double-colored mammospheres whereas
PEM+lipid wells have significantly less (Figure 4B). Statistics formulated using ANOVA with
post-hoc Tukey HSD. *=p value <.01

To confirm that mammospheres formed from higher seeding densities are the result of
aggregation and not clonal growth, we used FACS to seed an equal number of MCF7GFP and MCF7-mCherry cells together into both 96-well low attachment and lipidcoated plates. Confocal imaging of mammospheres on Day 7 post-seeding showed that
the majority of mammospheres in the low attachment plates were positive for both GFP
and mCherry expression, indicating that these spheres were clearly formed from MCF7GFP and MCF7-mCherry aggregates. The majority of mammospheres observed in the
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lipid-coated plates however, were positive either for only GFP or only mCherry
expression (Figure 4A). Analyzing all mammospheres greater than 60μm indicated that in
the low attachment wells 68% of spheres were positive for both GFP and mCherry
expression while 32% contained only a single marker. In the lipid-coated wells, this trend
was reversed with 35% of the spheres expressing dual markers and 65% of the spheres
having only a single color (Figure 4B). These data indicate tethering of cells to a lipid
coated surface reduces cellular aggregation and allows increased growth of clonal
spheres.

DISCUSSION

Research in the past decade has shown that cancer stem cells play pivotal roles in tumor
initiation and progression of many cancer types. The ability to target these cells is
important to successful cancer therapy. However, due to multiple inherent properties,
CSCs are often resistant to chemotherapeutic drugs[183],[184,185]. Radiation therapy
can also be ineffective on CSCs that have highly activated DNA repair pathways[186188]. Moreover, these cells can also evade immune detection because of down-regulation
of MHC-class I and tumor-specific antigens, rendering immunotherapy
ineffective[189,190]. This inherent ability of CSCs to evade destruction by currently
available cancer therapeutics promotes the survival of minimal residual disease that leads
to metastatic recurrence after remission[82,191,192]. Given the difficulties of targeting
CSCs using traditional modes of cancer therapy, research is now being focused on
identifying drugs that can selectively target CSCs. However, the first step in this direction
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is to be able to correctly identify cancer stem cells from a tumor mass. Mammosphere
formation is considered an indicator of a stem-like phenotype in tumor cells and
mammosphere assays are regularly used to isolate and culture cancer-initiating cells from
a heterogeneous mixture of tumor cells. The SFE of breast cancer cells is believed to be
an indicator of the capacity of single tumor cellsy to self-renew. According to this theory,
a mammosphere should arise from a single cell. In practice however, many techniques
employed to test clonal self-renewal overlook the fact that when cells are seeded at high
densities on low attachment plates, they can aggregate and form clusters due to plate
handling causing cell movement[193] or simple overcrowding. Aggregate-mediated
enhancement of stem-cell characteristics[166-168] could influence in vitro cancer stem
cell analysis in mammosphere assays, which might not reflect true cancer-initiating
properties of tumor cells. Moreover, these aggregates could also be misrepresented as
mammospheres and provide incorrect information on the stem-like properties of tumor
cells and therefore complicate reproducibility, conclusions and future studies.
To reduce the cell movement and aggregation of suspended cells observed in low
attachment plates, we used plates coated with polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEM) to
prevent cells from attaching and spreading on the plate surface, and the charged lipid
DOTAP to tether individual cells through lipid-cell membrane interactions. A previous
publication from our laboratory demonstrated the efficacy of using PEM+lipid coatings
to tether breast tumor cells for microtentacle analysis [179]. Here we show that this
technology can be extended to mammosphere assays to reduce cellular aggregation in
suspension culture and obtain mammospheres with an increased origination from single
cells.
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Seeding density can affect cell clustering and aggregate formation, with more clusters
being observed at higher cell densities[146,181]. We demonstrated that at very low cell
densities of 10 cells/well or 100 cells/well of a 96-well plate, there is sufficient surface
area/cell to reduce cell aggregation. Therefore, the size and number of mammospheres
formed in low attachment plates and the lipid-coated wells is similar. However, at a
seeding density of 1,000 cells/well, the low attachment wells show a lower number of
mammospheres compared to lipid-coated wells. This result was initially surprising, as we
had predicted low attachment wells to have a higher mammosphere forming efficiency
due to increased cell aggregation. However, analysis of the sizes of the mammospheres
formed indicated that low attachment wells contained spheres with an average diameter
of 162μm whereas those in the lipid-coated wells were on average 111μm in size. We
observed that lipid-coated wells had more mammospheres that were on average smaller
in size than those observed in the low attachment wells. This is explained simply by the
idea that cells/spheres aggregating together create one larger sphere, increasing average
size and reducing SFE. This concept is not unknown in the field, as Shaw and colleagues
have published on the concept of using a dilution series to determine the highest usable
seeding density that does not induce cell aggregation[146].
Using the size of mammospheres formed from single sorted cells and our previously
published data as a guideline for the size of truly clonal mammospheres, we found that
MCF7 spheres in the size range of 50-150μm and T47D spheres in the range of 35μm80μm are most likely to have formed from a single cell, while mammospheres larger than
these ranges are likely a result of cell aggregation. Based on this categorization, our
technology doubles the amount of clonal MCF7 spheres and increases clonal T47D
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spheres by 4-fold. Further analysis of mammospheres in the low attachment and lipidcoated wells based on their location show that lipid-coated plates increase the proportion
of mammospheres in the center of the compared to the edge. This difference is due to the
tethering of individual cells in lipid-coated plates, which keeps more cells in the center of
the well and prevents them from rolling to the edges. Spatial analysis with regards to
sphere size revealed that MCF7 spheres at the edges of low attach wells contained 74.6%
aggregates. This number was cut nearly in half in PEM+lipid plates. Strikingly, T47D
cells had a strong tendency to move to the edges of plates. Overall, 80% of T47D spheres
were found at the edges of low attach wells, and of these 63% were over 80μm. In
PEM+lipid plates only 18% of spheres were found at the edge and these spheres were
81% clonal. T47D spheres in the center of the plate were 93% clonal demonstrating a
high efficiency of cell tethering. These differences in size and distribution indicate that
tethering reduces cell aggregation even at the edges of the well when compared to low
attachment wells. Finally, a clear demonstration that cell aggregation occurs to a greater
extent in the traditional low attachment wells was the presence of a higher proportion of
mammospheres that expressed both GFP and mCherry, when an equal number of red and
green cells were seeded. By comparison, lipid-coated plates showed a higher proportion
of single-colored spheres, indicating a greater probability of clonal origin.
These results demonstrate that using this cell tethering technique for mammosphere
growth assays can reduce formation of cell aggregates and increase formation of truly
clonal mammospheres that arise from a single tumor cell. Furthermore, tethering
individual cells also potentially extends the scope of traditional mammosphere assays to
experiments such as tracking the early development and fate of cells in real-time as they
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divide to form mammospheres. Other possible experiments include conducting drug
wash-in/wash-out experiments without displacing cells, to determine individual cancer
stem cell responses to drug treatments.
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IV. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

INSIGHTS ON CTC BIOLOGY AND CLINICAL IMPACT EMERGING FROM
ADVANCES IN CAPTURE TECHNOLOGY

The ultimate goal of experimentation involving mammospheres is to understand the
stem-like characteristics of cancer cells. In vitro cell lines are only effective as a model to
a point. To expand the application of mammosphere study, we would eventually want to
use circulating tumor cells (CTCs) isolated from patients.. This is also the goal of our
developing PEM technology. Our ultimate goal is to capture CTCs to perform do live
cell studies including mammosphere formation assays. This is important because CTCs
and circulating tumor microemboli (CTM) have been shown to correlate negatively with
patient survival. Actual CTC counts before and after treatment can be used to aid in
prognosis of patient outcomes. The presence of circulating tumor materials (CTMat) can
advertise the presence of metastasis before clinical presentation, enabling early detection
of relapse. Importantly, emerging evidence is indicating that cancer treatments can
actually increase the incidence of CTCs and metastasis in pre-clinical models[194].
Subsequently, the study of CTCs, their biology and function are of vital importance.
Emerging technologies for the capture of CTC/CTMs and CTMat are elucidating vitally
important biological and functional information that can lead to important alterations in
how therapies are administered. This paves the way for the development of a “liquid
biopsy” where treatment decisions can be informed from data analysis of tumor cells and
tumor cell debris in the blood.
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INTRODUCTION

Cancer remains a leading cause of death in all areas of the world[195]. The leading
cause of death however, is not the primary tumor but metastases. The complete biology
of metastasis remains unclear, but several general processes are recognized. The initial
steps are understood to include local invasion of the tumor into neighboring tissues
followed by intravasation into the circulation involving either the epithelial to
mesenchymal transition (EMT) or the physical shedding of tumor cells into leaky, poorly
formed vessels. Both EMT and shedding lead to dissemination of tumor cells into the
lymphatic and hematogenic systems[12]. Of these two methods, hematogenous spread is
the most lethal.
Integral to the process of dissemination is circulation in the vasculature. Detached cells
are termed circulating tumor cells (CTC) or in the case of cell clusters, circulating tumor
microemboli (CTM). These cells circulate until they either attach to the vessel
endothelium or become lodged in small capillaries. From this point, there can either be
migration through the tissue or, in the case of CTMs, possible vascular rupture[196].
Cells which have survived these processes can serve as the seeds of eventual metastatic
recurrence.
It has been estimated that mammary adenocarcinoma cells shed from the primary tumor
at a rate of @3.7 x 106 cells per gram of tumor tissue per day, but over half quickly
perish[197]. What remains detectable is 1 CTC per 106-7 leukocytes[198]. The rarity and
importance of these CTCs has led to the development of many technologies designed to
enrich for this small population. Among the challenges inherent in isolating CTCs are the
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methodologies in characterizing them. The two main methods that have been employed
include cell surface markers and the physical characteristics of the cell[199], both of
which have advantages and pitfalls. The intent of this summary of future directions is not
to exhaustively catalog technologies, but to discuss the principles behind several of the
more well known platforms, the importance of CTC isolation in general, possible
applications in functional studies and to discuss the clinical importance of CTCs in view
of biology and new ideas in CTC dissemination modality.
DIAGNOSTIC IMPORTANCE OF CTCs
The presence of CTCs in the blood has been proportionally correlated with poor
prognosis, and CTMs are even more strongly correlated with patient outcome[200,201].
For widespread use of CTC/CTM detection as a diagnostic tool, clinical acceptance is
critical. The American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO), the National Academy of
Clinical Biochemistry, the American Association for Clinical Chemistry, and the
American Joint Committee on Cancer have all declined to recommend CTC/CTMat
assays in the detection, monitoring or staging of cancer until the benefits of the technique
are clarified[202-204].
The CellSearch system was approved by the FDA in 2004 for clinical detection of
CTCs but there are numerous challenges inherent in the platform. Problems of physics,
statistics, translation, preparation time, and the constraint of fixed cells stained for limited
biomarkers have led to inconsistent results[205]. These challenges impact results in
detection rate and correlation with prognosis[199,206-208]. Discounting phenotypic
heterogeneity between CTCs there are also numerous technical factors involved in these
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discrepancies, including differences in technique and bias between operators, sample size
and lack of a common reference standard among many others.
Toward a standard protocol that minimizes these issues, two new trends have a great
deal of potential. These are the detection of circulating tumor materials (CTMat) and
telomerase activity. As previously mentioned, many of the cells shed from the primary
tumor die in circulation. Due to many factors, the membranes of these cells are perforated
and cellular contents leak into the blood stream[209]. The physical forces in drawing
blood are also a contributing factor to destruction of viable cells, leading to the
accumulation of cellular debris. CTMat is usually captured by the same methods outlined
below, but where standard capture technologies would overlook these cell fragments as
negative, CTMat capture technology can visualize and enumerate them. Using the
CellSpotter technology, which can differentiate between intact tumor cells, damaged
tumor cells and tumor cell fragments, CTMat was found to comprise the largest
subpopulation in 18 blood samples from prostate cancer patients[209]. CTMat has not
only been found to correlate well with viable CTC detection in prognostic capacity, but
could potentially provide an avenue for standardization, insofar as CTMat detection can
be more easily quantified. It is also less restrictive in the identification of targets and the
process of imaging can be automated[210].
In contrast to the release of cell fragments through apoptosis in the blood stream,
another component of CTMat, circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA), is believed to stem
mainly from cellular death in the solid tumor[211]. Levels of ctDNA have been found to
correlate well with primary tumor resection, chemotherapy and metastasis[212,213].
Although the difficulty in producing primers for PCR of ctDNA fragments is not trivial,
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this process has been shown to discover relapse well before other conventional
methods[214,215] Indeed, ctDNA is already being used for treatment response
monitoring, early detection of relapse[216,217] and even therapy decisions (e.g. therapies
related to the presence of mutant EGFR)[218]. To this end, the analysis of ctDNA can be
used to monitor therapeutic success. Increases of mutant alleles as a result of therapy
resistance have been shown in patients monitored over a period of two years[218,219].
Finally, the FDA has approved the Cobas EGFR Mutation Test v2 as a companion
diagnostic for non-small cell lung cancer therapy with Erlotinib. Standard clinical
imaging detection involves the visualizing of a tumor mass, which is a process requiring
millions of cells. ctDNA can be monitored and relapse discovered well before this
timepoint.
Many of the most utilized platforms for the detection of CTCs utilize epithelial
markers for identification, such as cytokeratin and EpCAM. This can provide information
as to cellular origin but neglects biological behavior. It has also been reported that tumor

Negative:
Successful
treatment

Positive: Initiation of
second line
treatment

Figure 22: Workflow concept for the analysis of therapy and early detection of relapse.
After chemotherapy, patient CTCs can be analyzed for viability. An increase in viable CTCs
can indicate increased mobilization and possible increased risk of relapse. After successful
treatment, monitoring patient blood for telomerase activity or ctDNA can give a clinician a
much earlier indication of relapse.
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cells can down regulate or completely lose expression of these epithelial markers during
the process of migration and/or dissemination[220]. This creates difficulty for epithelialbased isolations due to their reliance on the EpCAM surface marker for their capture
technology. Telomerase however, has been found to be re-activated in most cancers
including prostate, ovarian, breast, lung, colon and bladder[221-224]. Telomerase activity
is also associated with malignancy, is often detected in stage IV cancers and is a marker
of stem cell activity[225]. Despite the requirement of lysing the sample for assay
preparation, the above factors make this enzymatic activity an attractive choice to detect
circulating tumor cells for diagnosis. Especially appealing is the possible application of
this assay in the detection of relapse. Basal telomerase activity levels due to T-cell
activity and other factors could be established and significant variations from this (apart
from infections) could indicate possible tumor relapse. Subsequent increases of activity
could also reduce the occurrence of false positives.
A possible second step to this process that would circumvent establishment of basal
activity would be to negatively select (as outlined below) leucocytes from the sample. If
used in combination with monitoring ctDNA, this could be a powerful tool for treating
relapse much earlier than currently possible.

CLINICAL RELEVANCE
Mobilization of tumor cells into the circulation is integral to distal metastasis. Current
thought is that treatment failure due to metastasis is caused by micrometastasis present at
the time of treatment or residual local disease[226]. However, there is mounting evidence
that treatment methods themselves could cause increased dissemination of cells into the
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vasculature or even activation of dormant metastatic sites[194,227-232]. As outlined
below, surgery, radiotherapy and systemic chemotherapy can alter tumor biology and
possibly influence the risk of metastasis in unforeseen ways. The increase of CTCs as a
side effect of treatment is a consideration that deserves careful study.
The effect of radiotherapy on metastasis has long been studied. Early studies indicated
that lower doses of radiation resulted in higher rates of metastasis. Breast cancers
transplanted into mice and subjected to non-curative doses of radiation had a 43.5% rate
of metastasis compared to 9.6% in the control[233]. Metastasis rates were also 10%
higher in transplanted mammary tumors given radiation in addition to resection compared
to surgery alone[234]. In experiments with lung cancer and fibrosarcoma it was shown
that irradiated mice had higher rates of distal recurrence compared to control. This was
initially explained by the activation of dormant micrometastasis and the modification of
local tumor cells into a more aggressive and invasive phenotype[235].
Typical regimens of radiotherapy involve fractionated low doses over the course of
many days. After longer periods, tumor cells have typically lost reproductive capacity
with successful treatment. However, during the early course of the therapy, tumor cells
are much more likely to repair therapy induced DNA damage[236]. These cells have a
higher probability of survival if disseminated into the blood stream. This can be the result
of surrounding tissue damage as well as the increased plasticity and genomic instability
of irradiated cells[237]. Radiation induced hypoxia was reported to upregulate the
expression of surface markers that increased invasiveness[238]. Increased expression of
the angiogenic factor VEGF has also been observed following treatment[239].
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The importance of radiation as a therapy cannot be understated. Its clinical value has
been demonstrated in many settings. Nevertheless, it has been recently reported that
radiation therapy on NSCLC can mobilize CTCs into the blood stream early in
therapy[240]. CTC counts were highest after the first doses of radiation and were shown
to originate from the primary tumor. These cells were shown to have increased growth
capacity in culture compared to CTCs collected pre-treatment. They also had increased
mesenchymal characteristics and were more often found in clusters[201].
Not only radiation, but surgical procedures and chemotherapy have been linked to
increased CTCs. Both needle and incisional biopsies have been correlated with increased
CTC counts[241,242]. Tumors have also been reported to have formed along the track
left by the biopsy needle[243]. Survival rates and local dissemination have been found to
be worse with pre-operative biopsies in colorectal cancer, and increased CTCs compared
to baseline have also been found both during and after surgery as well[244]. Karigiannis
and colleagues have recently reported that neoadjuvant paclitaxel increases both CTCs
and metastasis in a PyMT murine model[229]. After harvesting the lungs of mice treated
with neoadjuvant paclitaxel they found an increase in both number and incidence of
micrometastasis as well as the presence of single metastatic cells. There was also a
twofold increase of CTCs in all experimental models examined, which included
xenotransplanted cell lines, the spontaneous PyMT transgenic model and patient-derived
xenografts (PDX)[229]. The mutual relationship between therapy, CTCs and metastasis
underscores the vital need to understand the biology of rare circulating cells with the goal
of developing targeted treatments. If conventional therapies can potentially increase CTC
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count and conversely metastasis in some cases, then combination treatments targeting
CTCs can potentially improve outcomes.

ISOLATION OF CELLS
The importance of CTCs in diagnosis, prognosis and therapy outcome seems to be clear.
Several technologies have been developed for their capture and enumeration. The assays
involving ctDNA and CTMat are exciting prospects in the monitoring of recurrence, but
neither involve the capture of CTCs for further analysis. Problematically, even with whole
cell capture, many techniques kill the cell along the way. Even the FDA-approved gold
standard of CTC detection, the CellSearch system, involves chemical fixation. This
process is lethal to cells and does not allow for further characterization of viable cells or
expansion in culture. In contrast to this, there are many established and developing
technologies that have proven to be more sensitive than the CellSearch system and also
capture viable cells, allowing for further biological study[199].
Table 2 outlines a list of several competing modalities in CTC capture methodology,
but all of them fall under two conceptual umbrellas: Label-based and Label-free. Label
based (or affinity based) capture is the most widely used strategy, with CellSearch as the
only technology approved by the US Food and Drug Administration. The prevailing idea
behind this methodology is that tumor cells display different surface markers than blood
cells and can therefore be separated from the rest of the circulatory cells on this basis.
The three most commonly employed biomarkers utilized for tumor cell selection are the
epithelial-cell-adhesion-molecule (EpCAM), cytokeratins, and the antigen CD45[285].
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Subcategory

Platform

Enrichment

Live Cell

Principle

Analysis

Label Based
Positive Enrichment Immunoaffinity
Micropost Arrays

Microfluidic Surface
Capture

Microfluidic/Magnetic

Magnetic

Magnetic in vivo

CTC‐Chip[245]

EpCAM

Yes

GEDI[246]

PSMA/HER2,

No

OncoCEE[247]

No
Yes

CytoTrapNano[249]

Antibody
Size
EpCAM
Cocktail
EpCAM

GEM[250]

EpCAM

Yes

HTMSU[251]

EpCAM

No

Graphene Oxide Chip[252]

EpCAM

No

Herringbone Chip[253]

EpCAM

No

Ephesia[254]

EpCAM

Yes

Magnetic Sifter[250]

EpCAM

No

LiquidBiopsy[255]

Antibody

No

Isoflux[256]

No

CellSearch[257]

EpCAM
Cocktail
EpCAM

AdnaTest[258]

Antibody

No

MACS[259]

No

MagSweeper[260]

EpCAM
Cocktail
EpCAM

CellCollector[261]

EpCAM

Yes

Biofluidica CTC system[248]

No

No

No

Negative Enrichment Immunoaffinity
Magnetic

Microfluidic/Magnetic

EasySep[262]

CD45

No

QMS[263]

Yes

MACS[264]

Yes

CTC‐iChip[265]

CD45,

Yes

CD66b, Size
Label Free
Density
Ficoll‐Paque[266]

Density

Yes

OncoQuick[267]

Density, Size

Yes

RosetteSep[268]

Density,

Yes

Accucyte and

Density
Antibody

Yes

CyteSealer[269]
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Cocktail

Size
Filtration

Parsortix[232]
Microwall Chip[270]

Fluid Dynamics

Size,
Deformability

Yes
Yes

ScreenCell[271]

Yes

Resettable Cell Trap[272]

Yes

Flexible Micro Spring Array

Yes

FaCTchecker[274]
(FMSA)[273]
Crescent Chip[275]

Yes

ISET[276]

Yes

CellSieve[277]

Yes

Cluster Chip[278]

Yes

Vortex[279]

Yes

Size

Yes

Double Spiral Chip[280]

Yes

Micropinching Chip[281]

Yes

ClearCell FX[282]

Yes

Electric
ApoStream[283]
DEPArray[284]

Electrical
Signature

Table 2: CTC technologies. CTC isolation technologies grouped by category and isolation criteria.
Modified from Ferreira et. al. 2016[285]

EpCAM and cytokeratins are used to positively select for CTCs while CD45 is used to
negatively deplete white blood cells. These three biomarkers have been expanded upon in
some technologies in the use of antibody cocktails including, for example, the human
epidermal growth factor 2 (HER2) for breast cancer and the prostate-specific membrane
antigen (PSMA) for prostate cancer. In most cases magnetic beads are conjugated to the
antibodies allowing for magnetic bead capture of the cell after the antibody binds to its
target. Capture strategies also include microfluidic devices with surface coated
antibodies. Cells of interest bind to these antibodies as sample flows over the surface.
Unfortunately, due to the complexity of CTC biomarker expression, there is no single
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antigen which allows for 100% error free capture. This makes effective capture a
continuing challenge.
The CellSearch and Adnatest platforms both make use of magnetic beads attached to
antibodies to EpCAM, but Adnatest employs additional cancer specific antibodies
depending on the requirement. CellSearch uses downstream immunostaining to identify
CTCs. Positive ID is dependent on expression of cytokeratins, negative expression of
CD45 and positive DAPI nuclear stain. The Adnatest further differs from CellSearch in
that it does not rely on downstream immunostaining. Instead, it employs cell lysis and
RT-PCR to measure tumor-associated gene expression. A limitation of these technologies
is a reliance on EpCAM. EpCAM expression has been shown to vary widely, and cells
with low or negative expression can be missed by these platforms[285-289]. Cytokeratin
expression can also be lost following EMT[290]. A further drawback is that neither of
these technologies allow for further live-cell phenotypic analysis as the captured cells are
either fixed or lysed.
Several technologies have been formulated that bypass the requirement for fixation or
lysis. Recent advances in microfabrication have allowed the creation of devices with
features smaller than a cell. With controlled use of the properties of fluid, cellular contact
with these micro structures can be directed. The first among these devices to be
developed utilized arrays of antibody coated microposts[245]. In these devices sample
blood is passed over the chip allowing for the capture of marker expressing cells.
Although some require the pre-lysis of red cells many enable the use of whole blood with
no pre-preparation. The accompanying drawback is that flow rates are most often quite
slow at @1-2mL/hour[245,246,291]. The most commonly employed antibody is
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EpCAM, but several devices employ a cocktail of antibodies that can be specialized for
the particular cancer being studied. Today there are many devices available including the
CTC chip, nanopillar chip, micropillar chip, GEDI chip, and the OncoCEE among others.
These devices have all shown higher capture efficiency than the CellSearch[199] and
have the advantage of smaller size and lower cost than the magnetic bench top devices.
The CTC-chip whose first iteration (preceding the herringbone chip) captured a median
of 155 cells/mL in each of 55 samples tested from 68 patients with non-small cell lung
cancer, while the CellSearch only captured cells in 20% of patient samples and had a
mean of <6cells/mL[292]. The GEDI (geometrically enhanced differential
immunocapture) chip employs hydrodynamic chromatography by offsetting the
microposts in such a way as to separate cells by size and minimize non-specific leucocyte
adhesion[246]. The OncoCEE employs a customizable cocktail that can include
antibodies for both cancer and mesenchymal specific markers. It also allows for in situ
fluorescent staining of the captured cells by staining the capture antibodies[247].
To increase imaging and production efficiency, the field has begun to explore the idea
of surface-capture devices that eschew the concept of posts altogether. Microchannels
and surface patterns are designed to maximize mixing and surface contact with cells. The
simpler design allows for larger scale production and with opaque posts and threedimensional structure removed, imaging is enhanced. Another welcome enhancement is
the allowance of higher flow rates, leading to more rapid throughput[250,252,253].
Devices which use this technology include the microvortex herringbone chip, sinusoidal
chip, GEM chip, and the graphene oxide chip.
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Biomarkers may also be used to negatively enrich samples containing CTCs. Blood cell
markers such as CD45 and/or CD66 can be used to deplete white blood cells from the
larger population enriching for CTCs in the remainder. Technologies utilizing this
method include EasySep and RosetteSep. RosetteSep incorporates the additional step of
density centrifugation, while EasySep uses a magnetic field. A pitfall inherent in this
technique is the fact that not all cells in the blood express these markers, resulting in a
much poorer purity than with positive selection[264,293,294]. Another downfall is
possible CTC loss being caught up in the large movement of concentrated blood cells
during depletion. For these reasons this technique is often used as a preparatory step for
other enrichment methods[295].
Despite the utility and many benefits of cellular biomarkers, there are drawbacks as
well. It is becoming established that tumor cells express EpCAM at varying levels. In
fact, expression can be ablated entirely in some sub-populations, including those which
have undergone EMT[296]. Tumor cells have also been reported to express the white
blood cell marker CD45[297]. With these problems in mind, alternative assays which
employ only the biophysical properties of the cell have been developed.
These label-free physical detection methods include cell size, deformability, density
and electric charge. The most widely employed biophysical selection criteria is cellular
size[205]. Tumor cells are larger on average than blood cells[298] and this morphological
difference is employed to differentially capture CTCs and CTMs. There are multiple
platforms which use these properties such as the micro double spiral chip, the Parsortix
and Vortex systems, the micro crescent chip, the Cellsee system, micro column wall chip,
ISET, Clear Cell FX, cluster chip, micro pinching chip and the CellSieve among others.
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Each of these assays have proven to be more selective than the CellSearch system in
isolating tumor cells[199].
There are different methods of using size in the process of selection however. Twodimensional microfiltration involves a single membrane with variable pore size used to

Figure 23: Live CTCs isolated with Parsortix technology. Whole blood was taken from a
stage IV metastatic breast cancer patient. The Angle Parsortix was used to isolate CTCs from
the blood (15 CTCs in 10mL). CTCs were tethered to proprietary PEM+Lipid slides and stained
with CellMask membrane dye (red). Cells are CD45- and contain a nucleus (blue). Arrows
indicate microtubule-based structures termed Microtentacles (McTN).

filter out smaller cells while leaving the larger CTCs trapped on the membrane. Cell pore
sizes come in a variety of sizes ranging from 6-9 um. The CellSieve filtration system
detected CTC in 100% of metastatic cancer patients tested with a mean of 56 CTCs per
sample[299]. It has also been used to detect cancer associated macrophages as well[300].
The CellSieve, ISET and ScreenCell use this methodology, but require pre-processing of
the patient sample. The FMSA (Flexible Microspring Array) can use whole blood and has
been validated in the detection of CTCs in 76% of samples tested in various
cancers[301].
Three-dimensional filtration systems exploit the larger size of tumor cells but use
multiple layers of filter to capture them. The FaCTChecker, Parsortix system, and cluster
chip fall into this category. The FaCTChecker takes advantage of multiple vertical layers
with different sized pores[302] while the Parsortix has developed a horizontal stair type
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scheme that reduces the channel width stepwise[232]. Viable CTCs can be harvested
using either platform. Our lab has employed the Parsortix system to isolate CTCs from
breast cancer patients. We subsequently tethered these live cells on our proprietary
PEM+Lipid technology[179] and imaged them for Microtentacles (Figure 23). The
Cluster Chip is unique in size selection technologies as its sole target are CTMs. Many
technologies have reported on the capture of CTMs, but this novel approach enriches for
them specifically while allowing single CTCs to pass through[278]. The design involves
staggered rows of triangular pillars. The repeating unit of the design is the cluster trap.
This three-triangle arrangement is reminiscent of a biohazard sign insofar as two triangles
side by side create a tunnel that is bifurcated by the third triangle beneath them. This
simple design can capture CTMs as small as two cells. The utility of the device was
shown in breast, melanoma and prostate cancer isolating clusters in 41%, 30% and 31%
of patients respectively[278]. Large downsides to filtration systems exist however.
Despite the capture of viable cells without labels that are difficult to remove, the systems
are prone to clogging and parallel processing is needed for large volumes. Purity is also
an issue as it can range below 10%.
Two exciting new technologies to recently emerge involve the use of inertial fluid
forces to passively separate CTCs from the rest of the blood population based on cell
size. A combination of shear gradient and wall lift forces interact to stably trap the CTCs.
The Vortex platform capitalizes on these forces to inertially focus trapped CTCs in micro
vortices created in reservoirs apart from the main fluid channel. Smaller blood cells
simply flow by in the main stream. CTCs remain in the device until a slower flow rate
flushes them out of the reservoirs. The Vortex Chip processes the standard 7.5mL sample
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size in 20 minutes using whole unprocessed blood. Confirmation has come in breast and
lung cancers with a purity of 57-94%, much higher than normally attained with sizebased techniques[279]. The ClearCell FX uses inertial forces in combination with
secondary flow arising from curved channels[303]. When a channel is curved there is a
difference in the flow rates between the center of the channel and the walls. This
difference in flow rates is termed a “Dean’s” flow and, when combined with inertial
forces, can be calculated to precisely position cells. The trapezoidal channel results in
larger cells on the shorter wall and smaller cells on the larger. This channel then splits
into two collection outlets were CTCs are isolated and captured. This technology requires
red cell lysis prior to flow but has an impressive 8-minute run time. It has been confirmed
in breast and lung cancers with a higher capture rate than the Vortex[304]. Both
processes involve minimal stress on cells without the use of labels and are much simpler
to fabricate than those previously mentioned.
Dielectrophoresis (DEP) exploits the electrical characteristics of tumor cells. These
characteristics depend on phenotype, composition and morphology. DEP polarizes cells
by using a nonuniform electric field. This results in the ability to physically manipulate
the cells by exerting attractive or repulsive forces (positive pDEP or negative nDEP).
ApoStream employs a strategy wherein the electrical field separates tumor cells and
leukocytes using differences in their conductivity. The field attracts CTCs and repels
leukocytes. After pre-processing by centrifugation, the ApoStream can process capture
CTCs from 10mL of whole blood in less than an hour[305]. DEPArray traps single cells
in DEP cages using individually controllable electrodes
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he commercial technology DEPArray™ (Silicon Biosystems) applies the second DEP
strategy, retention, by trapping single cells in DEP cages generated via an array of
individually controllable electrodes[306]. DEPArray as a platform is not designed for the
bulk enrichment of cells however. It is intended for single cell capture. Multiple studies
have shown the utility of the technology in this capacity[284,307,308] but an unfortunate
drawback is large cell loss during sample preparation[309].

CTC BIOLOGY

Figure 24: The Epithelial to Mesenchymal Transition (EMT) and metastasis. A) Epithelial
like cells in the primary tumor undergo a transition to a mesenchymal phenotype and migrate
towards the vasculature. B) Detached tumor cells in the circulatory vessels display microtubulebased structures termed microtentacles (McTN). C) McTN aid in reattachment and
extravasation. Extravasated cells undergo a mesenchymal to epithelial transition and seed
tumors at distal sites.

The prognostic importance of CTC counts is well established, but counts have not yet
been widely employed to affect clinical decisions, due to unclear relevance to treatment.
as of yet[310]. Consequently, a more robust understanding of CTC biology is required.
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Tumor heterogeneity is increasingly being reported in the literature not only between
primary and secondary tumors, but intratumor as well. Modern bioinformatics techniques
have revealed as many as six different clonal cell lines within just one tumor[311].
Standard biopsy techniques such as fine needle aspiration and core biopsy are insufficient
to capture this variety. These techniques by design take tissue from one area of the tumor
for further analysis. Even with multiple samples such as those taken in prostate cancers,
there is not sufficient tissue to encompass all of the heterogeneity. The “liquid biopsy” is
a term being increasingly used to describe analysis of CTC populations. The CTC
population is thought to encompass more of the clonal populations in a tumor[312]. By
analyzing the captured cells an investigator can get a more complete picture of tumor
composition and how it changes over time.
Studies of the composition of CTCs can further shed light into the process of
metastasis. The complete process of metastasis is unclear, but conventional wisdom
describes a process where tumor cells undergo the epithelial mesenchymal transition
(EMT, Figure 24). A process that has cells detaching from the main tumor body,
migrating through the extracellular matrix and extravasating into the circulation. During
this process the cell down regulates expression of its epithelial markers such as Ecadherin and upregulates EMT markers such as N-cadherin, snail, twist, vimentin and
detyrosinated tubulin[313].) (CTC/CTMs have been shown to upregulate vimentin and
detyrosinated tubulin as well[314]. After extravasation, the cell then undergoes the
reverse process of mesenchymal-to-epithelial transition (MET). This has been widely
held to be the main mode of metastatic dissemination, but new reports have begun to
challenge this.
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Fischer and colleagues described an experiment with a triple transgenic mouse that
tracked mesenchymal lineage in breast cancer tissue. The system utilized an irreversible
color switch that was activated by expression of fsp1, a crucial protein in EMT initiation.
With expression of fsp1, cells experiencing EMT would undergo an irreversible color
change from red to green allowing for the tracking of any metastatic cell that had gone
through the process. What was observed was that the vast majority of metastatic tumor
tissue was red and had not undergone EMT. This was confirmed using multiple
oncogenes and EMT tracing proteins. Interestingly, following chemotherapy tumor
recurrence was majority green[56]. Similar findings were reported independently in the
same issue of Nature from a lab using twist and snail in pancreatic tumor lines[315].
The ramifications of these findings are manifold and beyond the scope of this review to
cover. It is however important to note that this is a proof-of-principle that the process of
EMT can be dispensable for initial metastasis in some cases. This underscores the
importance of understanding the biology in circulating cells. Which proteins CTCs
express, and the resulting phenotypes are crucial to understanding how cancer spreads to
distal sites. It is indeed possible that the bulk of tumor spread results from simple CTC
shedding into the vasculature. This does not reduce the importance of EMT in cancer
however. Cancer cells displaying mesenchymal phenotype have been shown to be more
aggressive, stem like, and resistant to treatment[316]. Both Zheng and Fischer also
observed EMT cells persisting after treatment despite original metastasis composition.
What this highlights is that there can be multiple modes of metastasis, and the study of
cells in transition can give us insights into the process.
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Aceto et al. have recently shown that CTMs are 23-50 times more metastatic than
CTCs[201]. Their use of fluorescently labeled cells also highlighted that clusters arise
from oligoclonal groupings of cells that differentially express the cell junction protein
plakoglobin. These studies, along with the results of Zheng and Fischer further emphasize
the importance of circulating cell study. They give us insight into the probable
mechanism of metastasis. In the 323 lung foci Aceto observed, 171 were CTM derived
although CTMs only comprised 2-5% of the total population of tumor cells in the
circulation.
Previous thought was that CTMs were likely to break up in the physical pressures of the
blood stream, or to become lodged very quickly in smaller capillaries negating their
capability of seeding distant metastasis[317]. Recent work has shown this is not the case.
Au et al demonstrated with microscopy and capillary tubing that tumor clusters migrated
in a single file fashion without dissociation. Moreover, the clusters were viable upon
capillary exit[318]. Taken together with the evidence that clusters have a much higher
metastatic potential, the benefit of elucidating biological differences between CTCs and
CTMs is clear. In fact, very recent evidence has indicated that disruption of CTMs leads
to suppression of metastasis[319].
It has been hypothesized that CTMs could arise either by passive shedding or through
collective migration[290,320]. Collective migration has been observed in multiple tumor
types but it has only been directly correlated to local invasion[290]. Metastasis through
collective migration has merely been inferred by the presence of clusters in the blood.
Tumor vasculature is improperly formed, tortuous, leaky, and possessive of blind
shunts[321]. It has been reported that tumor cells can actually replace vascular
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endothelium in places, a process known as vasculogenic mimicry[322]. With these
factors in mind, it is quite feasible that CTCs and CTMs mainly arise through the passive
sloughing of cells. This would correlate well with the data showing that breast cancers
arising from neu and PyMT transgenes undergo very little EMT.
Interstitial fluid pressure (IFP) could contribute to CTC shedding as well. IFP is the
fluid pressure measured within tumors and is the direct result of hyperpermeable blood
vessels. Fluid and plasma proteins extravasate into the tumor tissue and elevate the
pressure in the interstitium[238]. Not only could this increased pressure disrupt cell-cell
junctions, but it could cause physical pressures that assist in cells detaching from the
tumor bulk. High IFP is correlated strongly with poor prognosis[323]. As higher
interstitial pressure is a direct result of improperly formed vessels, and stronger pressure
could result in cell detachment, it follows that cells could break off at a higher rate as
capillaries become leakier.

FUNCTIONAL CTC STUDIES
Translating lab research into clinical practice involves the study of how cells function,
both in vitro and in vivo. As outlined above, it has been clearly shown that higher CTC
counts in peripheral blood correlates with poor prognosis. Functional studies can broaden
the spectrum of applications to CTC analyses. The challenges in obtaining stable cultures
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Figure 25: Workflow concept for the isolation of CTCs and subsequent analysis. Patient blood is
passed through a capture device which enriches for tumor cells. Captured cells are then identified,
enumerated and characterized. Cells can then be cultured and subjected to further biological and
functional analysis.

are significant but advances in CTC expansion from patient samples have been achieved.
The subsequent functional studies can give clues into the identity of metastasis initiating
cells and can point the way to new avenues of therapy. A workflow as outlined in figure
25 illustrates the concept of CTC study beginning with isolation and ending with
functional study of cultured CTCs.
Zhang et al reported a protocol for the primary culture of breast cancer CTCs from
patients with advanced stage and brain metastases[324]. The cultures survived for several
weeks. This study allowed the elucidation of several biomarkers including HER2 and
EGFR as brain metastasis selected markers (BMSM). Cells which expressed this BMSM
signature exhibited significant invasiveness and resulted in brain metastases in murine
xenografts. Oligoclonal breast cancer CTC cell lines were cultured for >6 months[325].
Of 5 tested lines, 3 proved to be tumorigenic. The culture allowed for the discovery of
new mutations in the estrogen receptor gene, fibroblast growth factor and PIK3CA. A
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long term culture of a CTC line from prostate cancer was also established using a novel
3D organoid system[326]. This included TRMPRSS2-ERG fusion proteins,
overexpression of SPINK1 and SPOP and CHD1 mutations and loss respectively. Lung
cancer CTCs were successfully expanded ex vivo using a 3D co-culture which used a
simulated tumor microenvironment. CTCs expanded from 14/19 patient samples and had
matched mutations with their respective primary tumors, including tp53[327].
Captured breast cancer CTCs were injected into murine tibia bone resulting in lung,
liver and bone metastases[293]. Study of protein expression in the metastasis revealed
universal expression of EpCAM, MET, CD44 and CD47. This could reveal important
information on necessary proteins in the process of engraftment and metastatic
outgrowth. Further study in an additional cohort revealed that metastases increased with
the number of CD44/CD47/MET/EpCAM positive cells. Importantly, these cells were
obtained from advanced stage patients with high numbers of CTCs. This underscores the
need to obtain and expand tumor cells from early stage patients to confirm this protein
expression profile as metastasis initiating in all stages.
Migratory capabilities of isolated metastatic prostate CTCs were shown in NOD/SCID
mice[328]. Tumor cells were found in the spleen and the bone marrow after xenografting.
Hodgkinson et al. showed that CTC xenografts of small cell lung cancer (SCLC) are not
only tumorigenic in murine models but respond similarly to chemotherapy as in the
original donor patient. SCLC patients have been reported to have the highest CTC counts
of all solid tumors[329]. Notably, these tumors are often inoperable and difficult to
biopsy. Expanding tumors which mirror patient response is an important step in
furthering treatment less invasively.
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CONCLUSION
Metastasis remains the number one cause of death in cancer patients. This is the result
of the migration of cells from the primary tumor to distal sites. Indispensable to this
process is the migration/shedding of CTCs into the vasculature. These circulating tumor
cells can be analyzed for a breadth of beneficial information. Currently, prognostic
indications can be made based on the enumeration of CTCs in the blood. With further
technological development, the presence of metastasis could be detected before clinical
manifestation by monitoring tumor materials in the blood. It is also feasible that patients
with known genetic risk factors be monitored for ctDNA using primers for known tumor
mutations. This could possibly advance diagnosis by years and increase survival rates
significantly.
Even after disease control is accomplished with surgery and/or therapy, metastasis can
remain a problem. This can be partially due to cancer cell mobilization caused by therapy
itself. Radiation has been shown to select for and to convert tumor cells to phenotypes
that are more mobile and aggressive, allowing for the generation of metastases. Tissue
disruption and the leakage of blood containing tumor cells during surgery can also
promote tumor spread. This includes procedures such as routine biopsy.
These problems underscore the need for the capture and study of viable tumor cells.
Many technologies exist, but many involve the fixation of cells and their subsequent
death. Emerging platforms have developed ways to isolate live CTCs which allow for
downstream biological analysis. These studies have led to valuable insights into the
mechanisms of metastasis and cellular survival in the harsh environment of the
circulation. Functional studies with cultured CTCs and xenografts have revealed
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important information on protein expression and genetic composition. With
standardization of capture techniques, inconsistencies in efficiency can be greatly
reduced allowing for more robust information to be attained.
All these principles could support the goal of improving drug discovery to reduce
metastasis. The current cancer detection and drug treatment paradigm involves tumor
growth and visualization. Current technological parameters limit the tumors we can
visualize to upwards of ten million cells. A shift of focus to detection of
ctDNA/CTMat/CTC/CTMs can improve detection sensitivity and improve treatment
strategies. If surgery and radiation can promote cellular dissemination, then therapies that
specifically target circulating cells could increase survival outcomes and reduce distal
recurrence. Overall, developing therapies that target the ability of cancer cells to survive
in the circulation can prevent metastasis before it occurs.
Tracking tethered, single CTC/CTM could provide insights into treatment not possible
with bulk population studies. Tumor heterogeneity is an ongoing problem affecting
treatment response. Within the tumor bulk and disseminated CTCs exist stem like subpopulations of cells that can be resistant to therapy. Isolating and tracking single cells can
give real time information on cellular susceptibility to potential therapies. Tethering
allows for drugs and fluorescent markers to be washed in and out of
dishes/channels/wells. Cells that display stem cell surface markers could be monitored
individually. This would provide a wealth of information as to the biology and treatment
response of stem like cells.
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